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weary-looking as the overcast sky. I entered the garden, 
for the third or fourth time since my arrival here, for 
my routine lonely, quiet walk. 
The cool evening breeze sent a chill through me,and 
I looked up from my thoughts to see him beyond the 
hedge. He stood a head taller than I, and perhaps half 
again the weight, distributed enviably over his large 
frame. He looked at me with gray, soulful eyes, and I 
approached him. 
"My father is very sick, Arik," he said, not stopping 
for me, but continuing his circling vigil. I didn't ques- 
tion how he knew my name; I had been in the village 
but three days, and every occupant by now probably 
knew my name and my own occupations of farmhand 
and storyteller. 
"I'm sorry to hear that," I responded, striding to 
keep up. 
He looked at me again, his eyelids drooping slight- 
ly. "My name is Erl." 
"You already know mine," I said kindly. 
"I know everyone in the village." 
"I imagine you do. I'm from a small town myself." 
"I know," Erl replied, grinning slightly. 
I laughed. 
"There is nothing I can do to help him," Erl said then, 
melancholy once more. "Randon said perhaps it is be- 
cause I have his blood. I wish I could help him." 
I wasn't sure what Erl meant, but I knew Randon, 
the town physician. He was a kind, precise man, one of 
the village elders. "I'm sure Randon is giving your 
father the best care possible," I said, trying to sound 
reassuring. 
Beside me, Erl shuddered as if sobbing. 
Erl's father died that night. I learned the news the 
next morning, from the farmer who had hired me. I felt 
oddlysad;Ihadn'tknownErl'sfather,andbarelyknew 
Erl, but I felt a kind of kinship with him. I'd never had 
a brother, but felt then as if Erl could be one. · 
I asked directions to Erl's house from the farmer. He 
described the way and explained what the house 
looked like, adding that Erl's aunt would be staying 
with him during the day. Erl's mother, he told me, had 
died at his birth. 
I went to visit Erl that afternoon. 
His house had an appearance different than any I 
had ever seen. The farmer's description had been 
modest. The house was small and simple in design, yet 
it appeared to be. formed from one solid piece of 
marbled granite. Its polished surface felt smooth as I first met Erl the day his father died. He paced a 
circular path around the village court, as doleful and 
The first time I saw Erl heal, rain blew down in hard, 
bitter sheets. Erl and I ran between low stone houses, 
to the door of Setty, a village elder. Setty's husband 
showed us into the bedroom as Erl and I removed our 
·dienehed coats. 
The room smelled of medicine and death. Randon, 
the town physician, stood at Setty's bedside. 
"Hello, Randon," Erl said in his shy, soft-spoken 
way, smiling politely. He looked upon Setty then. her 
skin wrinkled and pale, her eyes closed and sunken. Erl 
frowned, and sat down ina chair beside the bed. Setty's 
slow, difficult breathing hung in the air like a scar. 
'1 can't fight it any longer, Erl," Randon said. '1 
suspect poor Setty can't either." The physician usually 
talked brightly and smiled, but now, on the edge of 
failure, his face appeared drawn and weary. 
Erl turned to me, .his expression full of concern. 
"Arik," he said slowly, "will you stay beside me?" 
I nodded,and lowered myself to the rug beside Erl's 
chair. The frail form of Setty beneath the blankets 
moved in front of my eyes only with the slow, troubled 
rhythm of her breathing. 
"Erl, I don't know whether you can help her," Ran- 
don said from the other side of the bed, "but I wouldn't 
be right if I didn't ask you to try." 
'1 understand, Randon," Erl said, his childlike face 
studying Setty carefully. I glanced between the sick 
woman and Erl as if watching a competition. 
Moments passed in silence. I sat enthralled, as if I 
too were under Erl's power. Tune moved slower and 
slower until it seemed each second kept pace with 
Setty's slow breathing. At some point, Erl closed his 
eyes, and bowed his head. 
At last Erl's eyes opened, and looked up to Setty's 
face. Amazingly, her own eyes opened then, slowly, 
and found those of her husband. Her arm reached 
upward, and her fragile fingers touched her husband's 
face. 
Erl stood, wavering, and caught himself abruptly to 
keep from falling. I stood quickly and steadied him, 
lifting a heavy arm over my shoulders. 'Will you help 
me home, Arik?" he asked quietly, leaning more heavi- 
ly on me. 
"Of course." 
Randon said nothing as we left the room, only stood 
in shocked silence as Setty and her husband held each 
other upon the bed. 
by Joseph M. Kurtenbach 
THE HEALER AND THE STORYTELLER 
The funeral took place on a hilltop north of the 
village, a large, gently sloping graveyard. The sky 
brooded overhead, dark and overcast. Rain fell in cold 
showers. The village priest, Shanik, led us in prayers 
for Erl's father, and for Erl, and for the rest of us now 
bereft. I found myself filled with memories of family 
now gone, which I let rise and fall in my mind, neither 
''How far is the village you come from?" Jess had her 
back to us, preparing cake and drinks. 
"Six days walk through the forest," I responded, 
remembering the rainy journey. 
Sweet smells wafted from the kitchen, along with 
her voice. "Have you traveled a lot?" 
"Seven villages in the past year," I said. "Before that 
I lived in my home village." 
'Why did you leave your home?" Erl asked be- 
wilderedly. 
"'That's not our business, Erl," his aunt said over her 
shoulder. 
Unbidden, a woman's image settled in my mind. 
"It' s all right," I said, glancing at Erl. I forced the image 
aside. Erl's eyes were large and questioning, his eyelids 
characteristically drooping. His face was covered with 
day-old beard stubble, and his brown hair looked un- 
ruly. '1 always wanted to travel," I said, "and finally 
decided it was a good time to go." 
Jess served us and sat down with a helping herself. 
We ate in silence for a few minutes. I got the feeling she 
was waiting for me. 
A memory surfaced. I decided to tell it. "When I was 
a boy growing up, I had a friend named Teir," I said, 
staring at the table. '1 can still remember when it hap- 
pened, and how he described it to me." I glanced up at 
Erl and Jess, but then looked back down to my food. 
"Teir used to spend his summer days helping his father 
on their farm. One hot day, while they worked in the 
fields, his father asked Teir to help him home, because 
he didn't feel well. 
"So Teir walked home with his father leaning on his 
shoulder. I'll always remember how proud he looked 
when he told me these words - I don't think they got 
along well all the time. But shortly after they arrived 
home, and his mother and father were together, his 
father suddenly died. 
"Teir regretted having to watch his father die. He 
wished he hadn't been there to see it, to see his mother 
crying over him. 
"Yet years later, Teir told me how his feelings had 
changed. He hadn't realized how much peace being 
able to help his father in those last minutes had given 
him. It had been a kind of goodbye." 
I sat in silence. 
'1 was with my father when he died," Erl said. 'We 
said goodbye." 
Jess wept openly. 
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blown glass under my hand. I wondered what kind of 
craftsman could do such work. 
I knocked softly on the heavy wooden door. 
I heard a muffled crash within, as of crockery break- 
ing. A moment later, Erl opened the door enough to 
peer out at me, a frightened look on his face. When he 
saw me, his expression changed to a broad smile. He 
opened the door wide. 
"Arik! It's good to see you. Come in." 
The house glowed within. A large, crystal shoal 
rock sat in one comer of the main room, casting soft 
light into comers where sunlight from the windows 
could not reach. The walls were of the same polished 
stone as the outside, hung with tapestries above a 
cushioned couch. Wooden cabinets and shelves laden 
with food lined one wall, with a sink and stove near a 
large fireplace. The aroma of fresh-baked bread per- 
meated the air. A large oak table squatted in the middle 
of the room, with three heavy chairs placed around it. 
Two doorways in the far wall led into other rooms. 
Near the table, on a spot of bare stone floor, lay a 
shattered plate. 
From one of the doorways came a middle-aged 
woman, an attractive lady, who I might have sworn 
was Erl's mother. 
"Good afternoon," I said. 
"I'm sorry for the mess, Aunt Jess," Erl apologized. 
He motioned his large, shaking hand toward me. "Aunt 
Jess, this is my friend, Arik. He moved to the village a 
few days ago. Arik, this is my aunt Jess." 
"Ma'am." I said. I looked at them both. "I'm sorry." 
Jess smiled and moved toward the kitchen. 'Why 
don't you have a seat, Arik, and I'll fix you two some- 
thing, and clean up that plate." 
Erl waved his hands. "No, no, Aunt Jess, I'll get it, I 
broke it." He moved toward the broken plate, childlike. 
Erlbentovertheplate.Iglancedawaymomentarily, 
embarrassed for some reason. When I looked back, Erl 
straightened up, holding the plate in his hands - un- 
broken and undamaged. The floor appeared free of 
every shattered fragment. Erl looked at me. I could only 
imagine the expression he saw on my face. 
"God compensates," he recited. 'Where one gift is 
lacking, another may be found in abundance." He 
looked down to the plate in his hands, almost bashful- 
ly. "My father used to say that." 
His aunt took the plate wordlessly from him and 
stacked it on a shelf with others. Then she turned and 
rubbed Erl's large back with a gentle hand. "Sit down, 
Erl." She looked at me. "You too, Arik. We have a lot of 
extra food today. People haven't stopped visiting. I'm 
glad you only brought your stomach. And perhaps a 
story." She glanced at me slyly from her work at the 
counter. 
I smiled at her, but said nothing. Erl and I sat at the 
table. 
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As autumn passed into winter, Erl and I spent many 
long cold evenings gathered with others at the village's 
inn, exchanging stories and games and music. I remem- 
ber one such night vividly, for it was the second time I 
saw Erl heal. 
I paused in the middle of a story about a young 
couple trapped in the forest by a devil in the guise of a 
When I came home early that evening, I dropped 
into the couch, exhausted, and closed my eyes. I heard 
Erl humming in his room, accompanied by the fre- 
quent, light strum of his small oak harp. The sound of 
the harpstrings was melodic of its own accord, relying 
little on the scarce nimbleness of Erl's large, callused 
fingers. 
I felt a small weight hit my lap. Startled, I jerked and 
opened my eyes. On my lap, staring into my eyes, clung 
a half-grown cat, with dark, gray-brown fur. I stared at 
the cat in shock. It arched its back to be petted. 
''Erl?" I said loudly. 
The music stopped, and Erl stepped into the door- 
way. "Hello, Arik." Erl smiled. "I see you've met my 
new friend." 
I tentatively stroked the cat's fur. It arched its back 
higher. "New friend?" I tried not to sound distressed. 
"He is a gift from a friend of my father's. To keep me 
company in the nights, when you are asleep. I think he 
likes you." 
I smiled, and petted the cat once more. I could see 
Erl's excitement at having this new pet, and couldn't 
take away any of his pleasure. 
'What's his name?" I asked. 
Erl responded proudly with a long sound like no 
word I'd ever heard before. 
I asked him to spell it. 
'1 can't spell it, Arik," he said, offended. ''It's not a 
word. It's just his name." Erl walked over, smiling at his 
new companion. He lifted the cat from my lap. "You 
can call him Elly. He'll understand." The cat crawled 
up to Erl's shoulder, and perched there in a sitting 
position. It blinked at me slowly from its high vantage, 
and closed its eyes. 
Erl sat down on the couch beside me, the cat still on 
his shoulder. He reached up and scratched its neck. 
"Arik, do you remember the girl who came for me 
last night?'' he asked suddenly. 
I remembered - the stormy night, the cracking 
thunder, and the loud knocking on the door. I'd opened 
the door and let her in, a tall, slender woman with thick, 
dark hair matted by the rain, and a fine, delicate face. 
''Yes. She said she was Randon's daughter." 
''Her name is Shauna," Erl said, smiling. 
I made no reply, but smiled too. 
"She's nice," Erl continued. 
''Yes. She seemed to be very nice," I agreed. 
A few days later, Erl asked me to move into his 
home with him. Jess and her husband agreed that I 
should. I could help Erl work his father's field the 
following summer if I chose to stay that long, and at 
least keep Erl company during the coming winter. I'd 
also save Jess time and worry, she told me privately. 
Her family had considered taking Erl into their own 
home, but simply didn't have a room for him. 
Anyway, Erl had said, "I made this house, aunt Jess. I 
want to live here." I looked again at the smooth granite 
walls, and remembered the gravestones and the shat- 
tered plate. 
I finally agreed, and moved in with Erl. 
Erl had been much sheltered by his father, I learned. 
I guessed that a majority of the villagers knew of his 
talent, yet were considerate enough not to ask for its 
use. It seemed obvious that his father didn't forbid him 
using it, but probably never asked him to use it for any 
reason. I imagined Erl performing his magic as easily as 
a child might run. Yet, like running, he probably rarely 
found the need to use it. 
I learned another intriguing thing about Erl: he 
never slept.Ee rested at night, he told me, yet he was 
incapable of sleep, unable to dream. 
One stormy night soon after the funeral, Random' s 
daughter came in summons for Erl, asking him to help 
the physician with the sick elder woman named Setty. 
After Erl miraculously healed the elder woman, I 
helped him home. 
Erl seemed to have regained his strength the follow- 
ing morning. I went off to farm as usual, soon to finish 
the autumn harvest. Erl went to his father's field, where 
other townsfolk would help him finish off the season's 
work that his father left behind. 
"My father once told me that," Erl said. 
Jess went to him and put her arm around him. 
Everyone began to slowly move away, back toward the 
village. 
Only in seeing death may you begin to perceive life. 
struggling with them or ignoring them. I watched Erl 
closely, but he stood quietly next to Jess and her family, 
dignified and solemn. When Shanik finished his eulogy 
and last prayer, he looked to Erl for any final words. Erl 
shook his head, but stepped quietly to his father's 
headstone, already set next to the open grave. There Erl 
knelt, and placed his finger against the smooth, cut 
granite, below his father's name. His finger began to 
move, tracing letters, and I saw that where his finger 
passed, the stone seemed to dissolve and flow away, 
leaving a neat, smooth groove, cleaner and deeper than 
the carver's own work. 
When Erl was done, he stood and backed away. I 
read what he had written in the hard stone: 
Winter came, blanketing the land with snow. Erl 
and I hunted and trapped with other men of the village, 
trekkingdeepintotheforest.Ellythecatdidnotaccom- 
pany Erl on these trips, preferring instead to lie at home 
and sleep, awakening again in the evening to keep Erl 
company at night. 
I was amazed at times by the companionship and 
affection the cat showed. And Elly always seemed to 
understand Erl - Erl simply talked to him softly, often 
speaking his full name, and the cat seemed to blink in 
acknowledgment. 
As I went to bed one evening, I saw Erl seated on 
the couch, Elly on his lap. Erl absently stroked the cat's 
back, staring far away, melancholy. I'd seen him do this 
many times before; I didn't know what his mind and 
heart were going through. This night I stopped and 
asked Erl, 'What are you doing?" 
'The devil watched all this with amusement, and 
waited anxiously for the man to say 'I told you so,' but 
the man did not say it. Instead, the next day, the man 
gave the woman part of his share. The devil growled in 
disgust. 
"Tbe devil kept the man and the woman prisoner 
month after month, trying everything he could think of 
to make them argue and grow to hate each other. He 
starved them for days on end, then gave them more 
food than they could possibly eat for weeks. He gave 
the woman beautiful jewelry and clothing and made 
the man wear rags. He made it rain on them for days 
and turned it hot for weeks; gave them games to play 
and chores to do and then took everything away so that 
they suffered in boredom. The months turned into 
years. 
''Repeatedly the man and the woman asked the 
devil, 'When will you set us free?' But never did either 
of them ask, 'When will you set me free?; or 'Please take 
me away from her,' or 'Please take me away from him,' 
as the devil had hoped for. 
"Finally, after ten years, the devil set the man and 
the woman free. 'It is beyond me, this thing you call 
Love,' said the devil. 
'"Of course it is,' said the woman. 'You must be 
capable of love in order to understand it.' The man and 
woman walked away through the forest, hand in 
hand." 
Several comments, both good and bad, followed my 
story, as was usual. Soon after I had done, Shauna lifted 
Elly to his paws on her lap and scooted him back to Erl. 
'Thank you for the story, Arilc," she said, standing. 
"Perhaps someday I'll hear the beginning." 
"Another time," I said. 
''Good night, Shauna," Erl said. 
"Good night, everyone," she replied. 
As she walked off, Erl watched her, and smiled. I 
noticed suddenly that she no longer limped. 
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giant woodsman. 
Erl sat at the large table enthralled, Elly perched on 
his shoulder, eyes closed. Three other men and their 
wives sat at the table with us. 
Shauna, Randon's daughter, wallced in the front 
door. She limped slightly as she walked toward our 
table. 
'What happened to you?" I asked her. Erl turned 
and watched her as she sat down in the chair beside his. 
Elly opened his cat eyes and watched her too. 
'1 twisted my foot walking in the forest. Father says 
it's just a sprain. I'll be limping for a few days." 
'Well if that's all then, continue with the story, 
Arik," one of the men remarked. His wife elbowed him 
in theann. 
"Greetings to you too, Lenn," Shauna retorted. 
"Hello, everyone." She looked around the table smiling, 
and at Erl and Elly last, ''Hello Erl," she said brightly. 
"Hello, Elly," she cooed at the cat. 
Tomysurprise,EllyhoppedoffErl'sshouldertohis 
lap, then stretched his way over to Shuana's lap. She 
smiled and stroked his fur gently, whispering to him. 
He laid down there, and shut his eyes again. Erl 
watched the cat, grinning. 
I continued with my story. 
"After the devil locked the couple in the cage made 
of logs, he asked of them, 'Do you love each other?' He 
grinned widely, showing rows of pointed, rotting 
teeth. The stench of his breath stung the air. He stuck 
his ugly, bearded face between the logs, so that the 
couple could have reached up and tweaked his pointed 
nose, had they dared. 
"Both the man and the woman answered immedi- 
ately, 'Yes' and 'Of course.' 
"'We shall see,' said the devil, and he left them. 
'The devil returned the next day, and brought the 
couple only water. The man and woman divided it 
equally among them, and drank only what they 
needed, for they didn't know when the devil would 
bring them more. 
"The next day the devil brought them a meal, served 
on a single plate with only enough food for one person. 
"Again, the couple divided the ration equally be- 
tween them, but the man ate all his food at once, while 
the woman ate only a small portion, saving the rest for 
later. 
'The man told the woman, 'You should eat all of 
your food now, so that it doesn't tum rancid.' The 
woman responded, 'I don't have your stomach. I can- 
not tolerate a devil's meal all at once. When we are 
hungry later, I will have food, but you will not.' 
"'I will not be hungry for a long time,' said the man, 
rubbing his stomach. 
"To the woman's surprise, the rest of her meal 
spoiled within an hour, and the meat crawled with 
maggots. 
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I stepped inside, and let Shauna dose the door: 
When Erl finished the song, he looked up at Shauna. 
She smiled at him, then turned and resumed talking to 
the young couple. Several people clapped as the last 
notes of the harp faded, and Erl looked down shyly. I 
saw Elly then, standing at Shauna's feet, rubbing him- 
self against her leg. After several moments, the cat gave 
up and padded back to Erl. 
Erl left the inn shortly thereafter, Elly trailing be- 
hind him. When I arrived home later, I found him 
slumped in the couch, staring into space, slowly strok- 
ing Elly in his lap. Tears ran down his cheeks. 
I knew Shauna schooled children of the village in 
herfather' s house. I went to visit her late one afternoon, 
after the children had gone. When I arrived, I found 
that her father, Randon, was gone also, on a call. 
Shauna opened the door to greet me. 
"Good afternoon," I said. 
"Arik. Hello." She smiled warmly. 'Will you come 
. ?" 11\. 
"What all this means is love 
You're the path that guides me in the night 
You're the strongest thing I've known 
You're the light that shines alone 
Inside me" 
HYou came into my heart like a song 
Whispered softly for only me to hear 
The words are what I see in you 
The music pulls me close to you 
The magic sounds I hear are all I know 
nWhat all this means is love 
You're the path that guides me in the night 
You're the strongest thing I've known 
You're the light that shines alone 
Inside me 
nYou came into my heart like a fluwer 
Growing bright at the forest's edge 
I came out of the trees 
Felt the warm summer breeze 
And folluwed your gaze to the sun 
nYou came into my heart like a swan 
Gliding effortlessly on the waters of my soul 
Drifting, drifting in my thoughts 
Dipping in my mind 
Adding beauty to my soul 
altogether, as patrons heard and came to listen. 
Erl sat on the couch, Elly curled in his lap, watching 
the orange flames dance in the fireplace. I came out of 
my room paper in hand. 
"Erl, I wrote something for you. It's a song, but 
you'll have to make the music. Listen to this and see if 
you like it." 
I lifted the paper and began reading the words l' d 
just written that evening. Emotions flooded through 
me again. 
When I had done, Erl looked at me, his face a 
mixture of pleasure and sadness. ''That is a very good 
song, Arik." 
'1t's yours now," I said, handing him the paper. 
''Tum it into music." 
He took the paper reverently. Later that evening, I 
heard him working on the song through his closed 
door, the muted notes of the harp a comforting sound 
in the stillness of the night. I listened for a long time, 
never really able to piece together a tune, but the words 
I had written ran through my mind over and over 
again. My thoughts hung on those words, and on the 
woman I had known once, many months before. 
As we often did, Erl and I took the harp to the inn 
one evening a few days later, to help contribute to a 
winter evening's entertainment. On this night Shauna 
was there, laughing and talking and joking with other 
villagers, some young, unmarried men among them. 
Erl spent much time watching her, smiling through the 
longing I saw in his gaze. Elly moved restlessly on Erl's 
lap, often jumping down to the floor and up again. 
Finally our comer of the inn quieted somewhat, and to 
my pleasant surprise, Erl took up his harp. Shauna 
stood nearby, talking to a young couple. Elly roamed 
at our feet as Frl began to strum. 
Erl's playing impressed me. He sang no words yet, 
simply played a haunting, growing melody, with a 
grace I had never seen in him before. His fingers ap- 
peared to move slowly, and rather stiffly in the dim 
light, but the music came to my ears as if translated 
directly from Erl's mind and heart .  Shauna heard, and 
moved closer. 
Finally, Erl began to sing, and my own heart moved 
at the sound of the words. Erl's voice sounded cleannd 
pure in our small comer, holding out the other sounds 
of the inn, and soon those other sounds died away 
He blinked and slowly looked up at me, his eyelids 
drooping heavily and his hand stopping mid-stroke on 
Elly's back. 
"Giving Elly my love," he said. He smiled at me, as 
if trying to tell me he was all right, then went back to 
his staring and stroking. 
I went to bed, but could not sleep, thinking of Erl. 
With a sudden realization I understood what Erl was 
doing with Elly - a thing far beyond what any normal 
person could do. 
A few weeks before Shauna was to leave the village, 
we gathered again in the crowded inn as cold darkness 
fell outside. Erl and I, Shauna, and other friends sat 
close around the huge fireplace at the back of the ding 
hall, huddling around tables and drinking from warm 
mugs. We talked and laughed, though Erl remained 
quiet. 
Shauna sat across the table from Erl and me. She 
looked at Erl often, though he did not meet her gaze. I 
saw and felt Erl's pain; he and Shauna had hardly seen 
each other in the past weeks. Elly the cat was some- 
where under the table, perhaps at Shauna's feet. 
When the conversation finally began to lag, Erl 
reached into his pocket and drew out a leather pouch. 
Raising it slowly, he poured the contents-several large 
pebbles of coal-into his palm. Silently, he closed his 
fingers around the black dusty lumps. Everyone fell 
silent, and watched. Erl closed his fist tightly, and 
stared at it. 
A few moments later, he opened his hand. Everyone 
gasped. In his palm, in place of the coal, rested a large, 
clear crystal of diamond. Its shape was uneven, but its 
many facets cut the fire light into bright flashes. Erl 
rolled the stone in his hand, and seemed satisfied. He 
reached across the table and handed the crystal to 
Shauna. 
'This is for you," he murmured, glancing briefly at 
Shauna's startled face, "since you are leaving." He 
added, as if apologizing for the stone's imperfection, 
'1've never made one before." 
Shauna stared at the stone. ''Thank you, Erl," she 
whispered. '1t's beautiful." 
Silence fell for a few uncomfortable moments, as we 
were reminded how soon Shauna would be leaving. 
''Shall I tell a story?" I offered, to break the spell of 
depression. To my relief, everyone perked up, and I 
heard mutters of assent. After a long moment, I began. 
"Long ago in the deep forest, at the edge of Twilight, 
there lived a wizard." I looked around at all who were 
gathered to listen. "The wizard lived alone, far from 
other realms, ina magic cave. Few ever saw the wizard, 
and fewer yet knew what they had seen, since the 
wizard took many shapes in people's eyes. And no one 
knew the wizard's age, for new tales have been told of 
him over the span of centuries. 
'"His name is Hanevva,' some said, 'according to the 
legend.' For no one knew whether the wizard had 
made the legend, or the legend had made the wizard, 
"She didn't have to." 
''I'm sorry, Erl." 
He turned to me, smiling through his pain. "It's not 
your fault, Arik." 
I didn't find sleep easily that night, hurting for Erl, 
and for myself. My God, would I never get over my own 
love? 
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That evening Erl and I rested on the couch, Elly 
lying at Erl's feet. As I watched, the cat rose, stretched, 
and made his agile way up to Erl's shoulder. 
''I went and talked to Shauna today," I said, a trace 
of apprehension in my voice. 
''I see, Arik," Erl stated conversationally. He waited 
for me to elaborate. I sensed him becoming more tense 
beside me. 
I knew I had to tell Erl the full truth. He would know 
if I didn't, and wouldn't be angry with me, regardless. 
''I told her that you like her. I told her that you love 
her." 
Beside me, Erl swallowed loudly. 
"She said that she's going away this spring," I con- 
tinued blindly, sadly. "To the school her father went to." 
''I know, Arik," Erl said quietly. 
I turned to him. "Did she tell you?" 
"No," He stroked Elly absently, staring into the fire. 
''I came to talk about Erl," I said hesitantly. 
''Is something wrong?" A look of concern crossed 
her lovely face. I understood what Erl saw in her. 
''Not really," I answered slowly, bowing my head, 
as if to say, there's more. "You know Erl fairly well, 
don't you?" I watched her react to my question, search- 
ing for a clue as to how she felt. 
She shrugged. "As well as most of the villagers, I 
suppose. I grew up with him, though we rarely saw 
each other. Until his father died." 
"Did you know he loves you?" I stared at her expres- 
sionlessly, trying to force the lump back down my 
throat. 
She appeared shocked. After several moments she 
whispered, "He hardly knows me." 
''I think he knows you better than you think." I know 
eoeryone in the village, he had once said to me. "Erl has 
a way of knowing people." 
Shauna stared at me. "I don't know what to say." 
''You don't have to say anything to me. I just-" I 
had to stop and swallow. "I wanted you to know, 
because Erl is too shy to tell you. I don't even know if 
he understands. I think he's confused by it. I just know 
he loves you." 
Shauna turned away slowly, an expression of pain 
on her face. She walked to a chair, and sat. "Erl is a very 
special person," she said, staring at nothing. Then she 
looked at me. 'This spring I'm going away. I'm going 
to the school my father went to." 
My heart plummeted for Erl. Shauna felt no more 
than friendship for him, I knew then, and planned 
nothing more. 
I nodded sorrowfully, and turned toward the door. 
"Thank you for telling me," Shauna said softly. 
I closed the door quietly behind me. 
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'"Do not cry, my love,' the woman said. 'Today is 
the happiest day of my life.' 
"Hanevva could not stop weeping, for he saw that 
the woman was dying too. 'How can this be, my lady?' 
"The woman reached up slowly, and touched 
Hanevva's face. That touch seemed to give her 
strength. 'When I was a young woman, as you see me 
now' - she looked down at her own body, as if long- 
ingly, then continued, 'I wandered foolishly, too far 
into the forest called Nightfall. I was lonely and alone.' 
She swallowed, closing her eyes. 'There a devil met me, 
and demanded my soul. I turned and tried to run, but 
he came in front of me no matter which direction I 
turned.' She paused again, breathing heavily, staring at 
the memory. 
"'Offer me your soul," the devil said, "and I will 
fulfill your every desire." The woman also began to 
weep. 
"She continued, 'I screamed at him, "No!" and 
turned again to run. So he laughed and said in a 
thundering voice, "If you do not stop, I will curse you!" 
But I continued to run, fearing more what would hap- 
pen if I surrendered.' The woman closed her eyes. 'So 
the devil yelled this curse: "A cat you shall be, for the 
rest of your life! A creature of superstitious scorn! And 
on your last day you will become again as you are now, 
and realize the life you've missed!"' Tears ran down 
Sheeka' s cheeks. She continued, 'He laughed, but I kept 
running until I reached your forest. I could not go 
home.' 
"Hanevva stroked her cheek. 'Oh my Sheeka, my 
lost one, if I had only known!' 
''She replied, 'No one can nullify a devil's curse. Yet 
when I first came to you, I had hoped that your loneli- 
ness might cause you to change me into something else 
- into a woman. Then I would be able to tell you. But 
I soon realized that you loved me for what I was. You 
would not change me into something you wanted me 
to be.' She paused, then whispered, 'I love you, Hanev- 
va.' 
'The woman smiled at Hanevva, then closed her 
eyes for the last time. - ... 
"Hanevva wept as he never had before in his life. He 
wrapped Sheeka in his cloak, and buried her at the edge 
ofTwilight, facing his magic cave. He visited her grave 
thereafter whenever he felt loneliness, or whenever he 
remembered her, the way she was." 
I fell silent. Everyone sat quietly for a moment. I 
knew some were thinking of Elly, who sat on Erl's lap, 
stroked by his large hands. 
''That was a beautiful story, Arik," Erl said. 
Shauna left the village quietly one day. Erl said 
nothing; I don't think he had seen her since the night 
he gave her the diamond. But I awoke one morning, 
and while eating breakfast I noticed thatElly wasn't 
around. I asked Erl about the cat. · 
yet whenever someone spoke his name, Hanevva 
heard. 
"Hanevva became a mighty wizard, perhaps the 
most powerful wizard ever to walk the earth. Yet he 
also possessed wisdom. He had been raised from youth 
by an ancient mage named Reswind, who taught him 
the hazards and temptations of power. Because of his 
teacher's influence, Hanevva dedicated his life to serv- 
ing the earth, not commanding it. Hanevva loved all 
creation, and learned that a truer power came through 
service to the 'things he loved, rather than through 
commanding them. 
'Thus, when one day Hanevva came upon a young 
kitten alone in the forest, far from where a kitten should 
be, Hanevva took the little one home with him to his 
cave, and cared for it. 
'The kitten grew quickly under Hanevva's care. 
Some said it grew to the size of a lion, but that was 
unlikely, since the cat, whom Hanevva named Sheeka, 
or Lost One, chose Hanevva's shoulder as her favorite 
resting and riding spot. 
"Sheeka and Hanevva lived together for many 
years. Often the wizard found himself looking about 
for Sheeka, as if he hated to be separated from her. 
Likewise, the cat sought him out after her napping or 
hunting, scolding with a meow and jumping to his 
shoulder to be petted and scratched. Hanevva dis- 
covered what it was like to have a companion - another 
being to share with, to care for, and to love. He remem- 
bered the words of Res wind, his ancient master, whom 
he had loved dearly: There are many powers you may 
command if you choose. But there is one power that cannot 
becommanded,onlyserved. Thatpoweristhegreatestpower, 
called Love. 
"Hanevva shared his life joyfully with Sheeka the 
cat for seventy years. Together they watched over the 
forests and animals of Twilight, guarding them from 
harm and protecting them from the evils of men. 
Hanevva gave Sheeka the power to appear as a lion to 
any person who looked upon her, and there lies the 
fable of her size. 
"A day came when Hanevva noticed a change in 
Sheeka. The cat lay still upon the wizard's bed, breath- 
ing heavily and refusing to rise. Hanevva covered the 
cat with a blanket, and sat with her, stroking her head 
with his gentle hand. Hanevva knew with anguish in 
his heart that Sheeka was dying. 
"Hours passed as Hanevva comforted his com- 
panion. Suddenly, Sheeka made a sound deep in her 
throat, like a moan, and stretched her body outward. 
In that instant, she changed. To his shock, Hanevva 
suddenly found himself seated next to a woman. Her 
body lay stretched out upon his bed where the cat had 
been, covered with his blanket. The woman opened her 
eyes. A sad, painful expression rose on her lovely face. 
"'Hanevva,' she said, in a soft, weak voice. 
''Tears rose to Hanevva's eyes. 'Sheeka, my lovely.' 
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haps that is what saved him. I knew he would have 
dreamed of Shauna and Elly, and dreams can be cruel. 
I'm sure he thought of them, yet he never spoke of 
them, He remained strong in the face of his loss. In this 
way Erl lived day to day, and in this way he gave me 
strength. 
One day near the end of my third winter with Erl, a 
cold, wind-battered day that had turned its back on 
spring, I sat huddled in a tent next to the big man, 
warming my hands by the heat of a small pile of red-hot 
shoal rocks. My mood was bleak, for we had been 
unsuccesslul in our three days of hunting, and had of 
necessity ranged farther from home than at any other 
time in the past. 
The fading light outside, the chill of the air, and the 
silence of the forest all combined with my somber 
mood to remind me of a painful time in my past. My 
memories carried me into a depression I hadn't known 
since leaving my home years before. 
"Don't be sad, Arik," Erl said to me. I had become 
used to him being able to sense my moods. Somehow 
he also had the ability to sense when I was willing to 
talk about them. 
'1 feel lonelier now than I've felt in years," I said. 
"The purpose of memories is not to bring pain," Erl 
replied. 
"Then why ... " 
"Memories get twisted," he said slowly, staring at 
the burning rocks. "If you untwist them, you will find 
love underneath the pain." 
I thought about what he said for several moments. 
I thought about my memories. 
"I still love her," I said. "I'll always love her." 
"I know, Ari1c." 
'We met at a festival," I explained, for the first time 
For a long time, I thought this was the end of Erl's 
and my story. I planned to move on after the summer's 
harvest - searching for, or running away from, some- 
thing I couldn't identify, moving on to another village 
and a new life. I stayed, however, through the next 
winter, and then the next. I found that I couldn't leave 
Erl; I had grown too close to him to throw our 
friendship away. 
Uving with Erl changed me. From the time Shauna 
and Elly left him, he seemed to grow from someone 
childlike into a peaceful, gentle adult That peaceful- 
ness radiated to those around him. He worked hard 
during the days, and spent his sleepless ni~ts in 
solitude, playing his harp or quietly resting. I couldn't 
imagine Erl not being able to sleep or dream, yet per- 
"Elly is gone," Erl said sadly, his back to me. He 
worked quietly at the kitchen counter. 
Iwasshocked. 'Whathappened?Wheredidhego?" 
Erl didn't answer right away, but his hands shook, 
and he almost dropped the plate he was washing. 
''Elly went with Shauna," he finally stated. 
I didn't say anything. I didn't know whether the cat 
left of his own will, or whether Erl told him to go. It 
didn't matter. 
Erl's shoulders began to shake. "She didn't say 
goodbye, Ari1c." 
I stood and went to him. 
"At least my love will always be with her," he said. 
I put my hand on his shoulder. I wanted to say, 
"Maybe she will be back," but I didn't say it. 
"Yes," I said. ''Your love is with her." 
"Love is the greatest power, isn't it, Arik?" 
I looked at Erl, and saw the pain in his eyes. ''Yes, it 
is." 
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As I walked through the forest, a heavy pack slung 
on my shoulders, I felt a kind of peace wash over me. I 
was headed for home, where memories of love and 
pain had swirled in turmoil not so long before. Yet now 
the memories were bearable somehow, thanks to Erl. I 
thought of the woman I loved - the way she talked, the 
way she smiled, the way she used to look at me - and 
they didn't hurt anymore. I smiled. I knew new that I 
would always love her, no matter what happened. And 
Ialso knew that somehow, somewhere, we would meet 
again, and I would make herunderstand that. Perhaps, 
someday, she would even love me. 
As I walked, thunder rumbled across the sky and 
through the trees, and the gray clouds loosed their cold, 
cleansing rain onto the waiting forest. I lifted my head 
to the raindrops and laughed. The water could no 
longer touch my spirit; it soared above the clouds. For 
Erl had not only healed others of his village, he had 
healed me too. 
As spring turned into summer, Erl and Shauna 
spent more and more time together. I loved watching 
them together: for every weight of maturity Shauna 
possessed, Erl equaled it in his unusual wisdom and 
confidence. I once asked him how he had known 
Shauna would return. 
"Love is the greatest power, Arik," he replied. 
At the same time I watched them together, I came 
to a decision myself. Saying goodbye to Erl would be 
difficult. Yet I think we both knew now that I must. I 
packed my few possessions to leave. 
I returned the hug happily. After a moment she tensed 
in my arms suddenly, then relaxed and released me. 
"Hello, Erl," she said. 
I turned and saw Erl standing in the doorway to his 
room. He released Elly from his arms, and the cat ran 
across the floor and leapt into Shauna's hands. Erl 
smiled. ''It's good to see you, Shauna," he said, staring 
into her eyes. 
Shauna smiled at him. ''I wanted to thank you for 
healing my ankle that time," she said. "I never even 
noticed." 
Erl looked at the floor. ''I couldn't bear to see you in 
pain," he said softly. 
The evening was comfortable outside. I left them 
alone to talk. 
After the last snow had melted and the spring grass 
had begun to tum the landscape emerald, Shauna and 
Elly returned home. Erl and I came back from the fields 
one warm afternoon, to find Elly the cat perched 
sedately on our doorstep. Erl gave out a choked cry of 
the cat's long name, and Elly leapt up and ran to him. 
Erl picked up the cat in his arms. "I'm glad you are 
home, my Ell:r," he said softly, stroking the purring cat. 
"And you have brought someone with you, haven't 
you?" E11y rubbed his head against Erl's body. 
Shauna had come home, Erl knew. I think he had 
known all along that she would. 
She came to visit us later that evening. I opened the 
door to her gentle knock. She had hardly changed in 
the two years she'd been gone, but now she wore the 
silver amulet of a physician around her neck. I smiled 
broadly. · 
''Hello, Arik," she greeted me, suppressing her joy- 
ful laugh. She stepped forward and embraced me, and 
in years drawing together painful fragments of 
memory. I'd never told anyone before. Would possibly 
never again. "She was new to my village. Her family 
were crafters. She could carve images from wood that 
would move your heart like a song." I remembered two 
carvings she had made that I'd managed to purchase - 
an eagle in flight, and an infant baby. I remembered 
smashing the carvings on the day I left. 'We talked as 
friends, but she ignored me as anything more. I don't 
know why I grew in love with her." 
. "Love always has a reason, Arik." As Erl talked, he 
put his hand among the fiery shoal rocks and stirred 
them, though he did not get burned. "My father once 
said, 'One cannot fall in love with another unless the 
other desires it."' 
"You're saying she wanted me to fall in love with 
her?" 
"Yes." Erl moved his hand back away from the 
rocks. "Everyone desires love, Arik." 
I stared at the rocks. "I'm sorry I didn't know your 
father." 
"If you know me, you know him," Erl said. "That is 
good enough." 
He went on, as if red ting something he had learned. 
'There are different kinds of love, Arik. One kind 
doesn't need a response. It can go on forever in one 
person alone, just as a shoal rock burns even when no 
one is around to feel its warmth." Erl paused, and 
looked up at me. "My father told me this is the greatest 
kind of love. He told me that this love is always 
rewarded." 
I saw her face again in my mind as I had countless 
times in the past, the face of the woman I loved. This 
time, however, I was almost able to smile. "I hope your 
father is right," I said. 
"He is right, Arik." 
Please submit six copies of your typewritten, 
double-spaced manuscript (near-letter-quality dot 
matrix is acceptable). Include name, address, telephone 
number and facsimile number (if possible), and leave 
plenty of margin space for comments. Enclose a check 
for £5.00 to help with the expense of postage (non-UK 
residents may pay at the Conference, to avoid the 
hassles of international money transactions). Copies 
will be sent to all participants well in advance of the 
conference. Closing date for receipt of manuscripts: 
June 30th, 1992. 
Send your manuscripts to: 
Angela Surtees 
12 Langdon Road 
Southdown Park 
Bath,Avon 
ENGLAND 
And now I can remember our surprise: 
Discovering a baseball diamond in the skies. 
At times we may overlook the great 
While searching for the small. Such a case 
Was this; and plain as the nose upon my face 
came the end to half a summer's wait; 
for Grandma gestured, as if pinning up the 
clothes, 
And suddenly we both beheld, that summer's 
night, 
The patterned stars, set in plain sight. 
'There it is!" she cried, and drew me close. 
Grandma's story, star-spangled high, 
Or so she promised, when she told the tale 
Of Pegasus, but every night we'd fail 
To find his constellation in the sky. 
by David Lenander 
"twinkle, twinkle in the skies, 
like the tears in Grandma's eyes" 
SONNET FOR STAR-EYES 
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Among the many other delights on offer at the 
conference there will be writers workshops: small, 
closed sessions where fellow writers will discuss your 
work, and vice versa. We hope that, additionally, some 
published authors and some editors will be able to join 
in these sessions. 
Works should have a fantasy/mythic element, but 
neednotbeinspiredbyTollcien. They should fall within 
one of the following categories: 
Short stories (max. 5000 words); 
Extracts from longer prose works (max. 5000 words, 
plus 100 word summary of preceding material); 
Up to three poems (combined length not to exceed 
300lines). 
The ].R.R. Tolkien Centenary Conference, Oxford, 
England,August 17-24, 1992. 
WRITERS' WORKSHOP 
Editors 
Tina Cooper 
Christine Lowentrout 
Welcome to Mythic Circle #13! 
The current Mythic Circle includes a lovely story by 
Joseph Kurtenbach called "The Healer and the 
Storyteller," a meditation, in effect, on how stories 
themselves may heal; a darkly attractive "Puppet 
Ruler," by Frank Mitchell; a return to our pages by C. 
Schabel with '7heCyclops Maid" (welcome back, Char- 
les), and by Joe Christopher with three poems display- 
ing his sheer prowess with words; and a "Mythopoeic 
Youth" section. We also have some fine free verse by 
Mary Choo. Pleasewriteinandgiveusyourcomments! 
This is especially important with regard to our young 
writers. 
This is the last tssue before the Tolkien Centenary 
Conference, being arranged under the auspices of the 
Mythopoeic Society in Oxford, England. This will also 
be the 22nd Mythopoeic Conference. For those of you 
who a.re planning to go, writing workshops are being 
planned and should be well worth the attendance - 
further details below. H you had not thought of going 
but are interested, write to Lynn Maudlin, North 
American Booking Officer, P.O. Box 394, Altadena, CA 
91001 for details, but hurry: bookings are selling out 
quickly. 
Editorial 
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Oh, ask me not-I do not know the truth! 
My heart goes with him on his journey's ruth- 
Of that alone I'm sure; it's lifted high, 
When he o'ercomes his labors by and bye. 
He's me, I'm him, within the weld of art; 
Beyond those simple facts all questions start. 
So come, we make the quest our hero's on- 
We say goodbye to home some early dawn; 
He sings an ancient tune some troubadour 
(Before twelfth-century France) has labored o'er: 
And we too sing, of glory, love, and honor, 
Beneath the folds of his high, wind-caught banner. 
Or is this youngest son, who finds the Way, 
Journeying through great truths, beneath the sway 
Of something far, far older than the swirl 
Of cosmic dust which lit our sun in twirl? 
Yea, does he travel toward (in tales we've spun) 
The good, the true, the beautiful, in One? 
(Or is Freud right on childhood's anal hoard- 
And all the gold is but some faeces stored?) 
The quest's true end: is it thus shown to be, 
Through these old symbols, self-discovery? 
What does he symbolize? What does he mean? 
Has he gone chasing after naught between 
The holiest secret Superego knows 
And most corrupting, which Id alone bestows? 
Is every giant but a 'rectus shown, 
And every cave its counterpart alone? 
Are dragons but his hoarding thoughts concealed, 
Which if he kills, their gold is now revealed? 
Upon a lonely quest the hero goes 
Now helped, now hindered, by damsels and by 
crows, 
By giants, elves, and ancient red-eyed boars, 
By paths which wander oddly forest floors. 
Perhaps he goes to forge anew a sword, 
Wonderfully wrought; or find a dragon's hoard; 
Perhaps, down tunnels dwarves have hewn 'yond 
count, 
He throws a jewel away beneath some mount; 
Or else, he gains a princess' hand in love- 
A goal which Freudians are suspicious of. 
by Joe R. Christopher 
1HE ART OF HIGH FANTASY 
The realm, however, is ruled by Galadriel- 
But still, her tower is dreamwork's phallic sign, 
Just as Lothlorien's trees-the same design. 
Each mallom rises straightly, firm and strong, 
Until the trunk divides into a crown; 
And there, within that head, the talan's built, 
Where have the silvan elves, Galadrim, dwelt- 
Ay, for long ages the mellym's boles have held 
The telain, until the ages of elves is quelled: 
The tallest mellym, of gray or silver bark, 
In summer, leaving green; nor winter stark, 
But those leaves all turned from green to gold, 
A richness whispering strongly against the cold. 
The silver bark, the golden leaves-how rare 
The realm of sylvan elves, how gorgeously fair! 
(Match me such marvel save as poets write: 
A female superego's lingamic height. 
A conscience! so she must vanish for a time 
That two-the blood stained partners in a crime- 
May have a happy moment, before the grate 
Is closed upon him, the crime to expiate, 
And Hilda reappears on a balcony, 
Above the mortal street of frolic glee- 
For license appears whenever conscience' gone. 
Yes, Hilda will battle till the moral's won.) 
In Hawthomes's tale is Hilda's holy tower, 
Where loving peace and order are her dower; 
The New England spinster keeps the Virgin's shine, 
And lights the lamp that should before it shine, 
Where doves (their Venus' sacredness forgot) 
Circle and come to her who loves their lot. 
As Donatello-a satyr! (more softly, a faun)- 
Here innocently capers on the lawn, 
So Freud would not claim this tower as it's dis- 
guised: 
For here the tall phallus is feminized. 
His home huge built, his fellowship of elves. 
Elrond!-most curious, that a male should rule 
Over the open valley, uncovered vule; 
Most curious, that the virile elf s demesne 
Should be vallecula and rushing stream. 
In fact, it's just as curious, as wondrous odd, 
As if a woman dwelt within a rod. 
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But ah! This orifice, this deep down place, 
This sacred river valley, filled with grace- 
Is it not Rivendell? Tolkien has caught 
The yoni's image in his questing plot: 
'The cloven vale" surrounded by high moors, 
And to the east the huge and misty tors, 
Hith Aiglin; and through Imladris, Bruinen flows, 
I<amingul's guest which every mist bestows- 
'Thin silver mists" which melt like morning dew 
Across the terraces of stonework true. 
Yes, there in deep Imladris, Elrond dwells, 
When Coleridge wrote, within his honeyed dream, 
Of a "deep romantic chasm." 'neath cedam brim, 
Is this not the vulva 'neath a pubic grove? 
And the "woman waiting for her demon love" 
Is but a hint of that lost ecstasy, 
Which formed new life, which formed an entity. 
Then Life, "the Sacred River," came to birth 
From out that secret place, that selfsame earth- 
Burst forth in chasm's longset labor pains, 
As she "in fast thick pants" this birth complains. 
(No need to trace the life this child shall try: 
Its space beneath the "pleasure-dome," our sky; 
And then, from war, descent to the "lifeless ocean," 
The darksome cavern: it is man's common portion.) 
One level, though, is most our modem one, 
Which Freud declaimed in analytic tongue: 
I mean the hidden, sexual imagery 
Which reinforces moods unconsciously. 
Of greater stories' meanings, it's not the whole 
(For genitals do not engulf the soul); 
But still, within its limits, it catches truth- 
As Adam naked rose from reddish earth. 
Beyond a simple view to state and fix, 
The Romancer writes in images complex; 
Not even Dante's four-fold interpretation 
Can answer everything on every question. 
Why do the Mariners 'rise, in Coleridge's verse, 
And work the ropes (despite their eyefilled curse) 
If, after all, no angels move the ship, 
But the Polar Spirit makes it quickly skip? 
for John Marlin Raines 
by Joe R. Christopher 
ROMANTIC ICONOGRAPHY: 1HE V~ 1HE TOWER 
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"as Koine's Drab reveals the highest song: 
the incarnate bird which sings of realms of Gold." 
'That's true" (you say): "why hate the living bird 
and dream of artificial forms of Gold?- 
but, better yet, the substance of your song 
consider: a moral theme can style its Drab, 
All right, my verse is speech and is not song; 
a silver wit, at best, pervades its Drab- 
far better that than with a throat of Gold 
before Greek emperor a metal bird! 
'The analogy" (you state) "is poor, not Gold, 
equating nought to sound while verse to bird: 
what though the Mimus Polyglottos' Drab, 
in grey and white?-not so, its verse, its song." 
Although my verse, my spoken verse, is Drab, 
and does not move its hearers with its song, 
consider yet the grey-coat mockingbird- 
that from that Drabness comes a sound of Gold. 
by Joe R. Christopher 
QUATRINA: DRAB VS. GOLDEN 
No man's high trees-alas, female and male! 
The proper roles are lost! 
I wonder yet- 
Although they fade, although their glories set, 
'Though many elves will cross the sundering sea, 
They live with quiet peace, so graciously: 
Perhaps the balance in the psyche's role 
Was meant by Tolkien's art to fill the whole? 
My teacher in such symbol's hidden lore 
Exclaimed once: ''No wonder the elves fade more 
and more, 
Their rulerships reversed: no woman's vale, 
If not in name, yet essentially in all, 
For Celebom the King, unvirile vir, 
Uxoriously' so' er-ruled and guided there. 
He's silver haired and handsome, but not strong, 
When all the golden hairs to her belong. 
And thus Tolkien has writ, as Hawthorne wrote, 
Of a saintly female's rule (worth Freudian note) 
Upon a tower, or trunk, of stalwart height- 
A lingam there controlled by woman's might. 
''My dear, you are a princess," said the Queen 
firmly. ''You must be punctual; if you cannot be on 
time, don't make excuses. And certainly you mustn't 
rush about out of breath." 
After breakfast the princesses gathered to work on 
their needlepoint. Sue stabbed herself, and bled so 
badly that she ruined three months of painful work. 
Her finger bandaged, she was sent outside to amuse 
herself until lunch, with an order to "for goodness sake 
stay out of the mud." And her sisters' demure titters 
ringing in her ears. 
Outside, she sat on the grass disconsolantly toss- 
ing a golden ball from one hand to another. 
'What use is it to be a princess if I can't be a happy 
princess?" she thought. Gradually the warm sun 
began to cheer her up. Then she heard the wonderful 
voice from the night singing. Following the voice until 
she reached the pond Sue saw a large green frog 
sitting on a stump. She squealed and jumped back. 
The frog jumped into the pond. The ball, which the 
princess dropped, disappeared into the pond. 
"How am I going to get my ball back without 
getting covered with mud?" wailed the princess. "Oh, 
why can't I do anything right?" 
Albert looked carefully out from under the water. 
The girl sat on the grass crying bitterly. He had often 
seen princesses playing near his pond, and had felt 
sorry for the youngest princess. He liked her best 
because she was the only one who ever seemed to 
appreciate his pond. On an impulse he dived down 
into the water and with a great effort pushed the ball 
to the surface and rolled it to the princess. Sue looked 
at him in astonishment. 
'Thank you, Oh, thank you." She grabbed the ball 
and laughed, 'They will never believe this in the 
castle." Albert was so pleased with himself that he 
swelled up with song. Sue's eyes bulged and she 
almost dropped her ball again. 
"It was you singing last night!" She gasped in 
astonishment. ''You must be a prince under enchant- 
ment, no frog could sing so beautifully." The princess 
looked around. "I will take you home and break your 
enchantment. Then we can be friends." She quickly 
caught Albert and ran home to hide him in her room. 
Albert was devastated. This place was cold and 
hard, and worst of all it was dry. There not a decent 
bit of water or mud to be found. He missed the sun 
and the well known murk of his pond. As the day 
turned into evening his loneliness became so great 
that he began to sing. It was a terribly mournful song, 
and as Sue came into her room and heard it, it caught 
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. Once upon a time there lived a frog named Albert. 
Albert was quite content as a frog. He had his lily pad, 
his friends, and a wonderful voice. Everybody knows 
that frogs are great singers, but Albert's voice was 
something special. Whenever he sang, the whole 
pond would stop and listen to him sing. Albert sang 
about the moon shining on the pond at night; about 
sleeping warm in the mud through the winter; and 
about bathing in the warm light of the sun. It was, in 
fact, Albert's voice that got him into trouble. 
There was a castle up on a hill overlooking the 
pond where Albert lived. In the castle lived a King and 
his family. The royal family was a contented family, 
with the exception of the youngest daughter, whose 
name was Sue. Where princesses were supposed to be 
graceful and composed, Sue was somewhat ungainly 
and terribly shy. Somehow she never acted quite like 
a princess should. Her brothers and sisters taunted her 
unmercifully, and even the servants in the castle 
teased her. 
One spring evening when the air was especially 
still, Sue stood on the balcony of her room listening to 
the sounds of the spring night. Since her room over- 
looked the pond, she of course heard Albert singing. 
"Even a frog has something special that makes him 
sing so beautifully." She sighed. '1 wish I knew what 
that frog is singing about so wonderfully." Sue shook 
her head. 'What nonsense I am thinking tonight, to 
envy a frog his voice." She turned to go into her room. 
Just as she was closing the doors behind her she heard 
a beautiful bass voice singing of the joys of spring 
under the first star of the night. Transfixed the prin- 
cess stood and listened to the velvety voice. 
"Oh dear me, you will catch your death of cold." 
Sue jumped and turned to her nurse. 
''You startled me." She dosed the window and 
came into the room. She stretched and gave a tremen- 
dous yawn. '1 am so tired." 
''Such a yawn for a princess," Her nurse ducked. 
"Itisn'tatall becoming."She blushed and climbed into 
her bed. When the light was out and she was alone, 
Sue still lay awake and stared at the ceiling. 
'Why do I need a nurse anyway? I've grown far 
beyond the age that I need a nurse." Still grumbling 
she finally fell asleep. 
The next morning did not begin well. First, Sue 
was late for breakfast. Her mother glared as she hur- 
riedly slid into her seat and sent all the juice glasses 
slopping over onto the white tablecloth. 
"Oh, I'm sorry, I slept late," Sue gasped. 
by Alex McGilvery 
FROG PRINCE 
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'Why frog, you are a prince," Sue squeaked. 
"Hardly a prince if he appears like that in a 
princess's bedroom," bellowed the King, since of 
course Albert had no clothes. 
The King and Queen were up all night discussing 
what they were going to do. They finally decided that 
the only way to avoid a scandal was for Albert and 
Sue to get married, immediately. So they planned the 
wedding for the next week. 
Albert found the change to palace life very dif- 
ficult. He wasn't sure how to eat with a knife and fork. 
Clothes were strange and uncomfortable. But most of 
all he missed being a frog and singing in the pond all 
day. The castle was cold and dry. The only thing that 
made it at all bearable was the princess. She taught 
him how to eat with utensils, and helped him choose 
the most oomfortable clothes. She even stood up for 
him when he chose his entire wardrobe in green. But 
each evening Albert would slip out of the castle and 
go down to the pond. There he would sit in the light 
of the moon and sing. They were sad songs, and Sue 
listening on her balcony would determine to try even 
harder to make her prince happy. 
One day before the wedding, while Albert and Sue 
sat in the sunny courtyard escaping from the wedding 
plans for a brief time, Sue's nurse came out to bustle 
Sue back into the castle. 
'1'm about to be married. I don't need a nurse." Sue 
yelled in rebellion. "Go away, and don't bother me 
anymore." The old woman looked at Sue, then slowly 
and silently left. 
'Why did you yell at her so?" Albert asked. "Surely 
she is only trying to help." 
"She's been my nurse longer than I can remember. 
But I don't need a nurse anymore, and I don't like 
being fussed over." 
"No, you don't need a nurse, but maybe she needs 
you.'' 
Sue looked at him quizzically. 
'Why should she need me? I'd think that she 
would be glad to do something else for a change." 
'What?" Albert asked reasonably. "She has always 
been Nurse." 
"I don't know. That's her problem anyway," Sue 
grumped. 
"You are her princess. I think that makes it your 
problem," Albert pointed out .. "You could give her 
something else to do, if you want her to stop bothering 
you." Sue looked at him for a moment. 
'1 hadn't thought of that.'' She jumped up. "I'm 
going to go and find her." 
'What are you going to ask her to do?" asked the 
frog prince. 
'70 be the nurse for our children!" laughed Sue and 
she ran off to find nurse. Albert sighed and wandered 
down to the pond. He thought wistfully of his old ( 
.~ 
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at her heart. 
"It must be terrible to be a prince, and have to live 
as a frog." She picked Albert up and hugged him. 
Albert was so sad that he kept singing his unhappy 
song. ''Frog," Sue wept, "you are so unhappy. I wish I 
could make you a prince." And between her tears, she 
kissed him. 
'Who is that man?" thundered the King from the 
doorway. Sue didn't answer, for she was staring at 
Albert in amazement. Albert had turned from a frog 
into a man. 
'Why are you in my daughter's bedroom?" the 
KingroaredatAibert .  ButAibertdidn'tanswereither; 
he was looking at himself in amazement. 
Albert sat for a long while, then slowly he stood 
and walked down to the pond, a sad, shrinking figure 
in green. 
The Princess locked herself in her bedroom. She 
refused to talk to anyone, other than to tell her father 
through the door that the wedding was off; that every- 
thing had been a terrible mistake. She closed the win- 
dow, then wept on her bed for three days. 
Finally, she got up and washed her face. Squaring 
her shoulders, she unlocked the door and went town 
to breakfast. Her family greeted her with a wary 
silence. The Queen gave her an approving nod. 
Things returned almost to normal. As the weeks 
passed Sue floated quietly through life, but her face 
was cold and pale, and she rapidly lost weight. 
Once morning she no longer had the strength to 
get up. The King and Queen were worried about her. 
They begged their daughter to tell them what was 
making her so unhappy. But Sue simply stared out the 
window and said nothing. The old nurse came to the 
princess's room to be by her side. She bustled about 
deaning and tidying. She opened the window to Jet 
fresh air in. The day passed, and as the evening came 
Sue heard a voice singing outside her window. It sang 
of the summer night, and the sorrow of a love lost. It 
sang of the moon shining on the pond and of a beauti- 
ful Princess named Sue. It sang of enchantment and a 
broken heart. 
"Albert?" whispered the princess. She stood and 
staggered to the window. "Albert?" His deep, sad 
voice soared over the night, telling of the joy and 
sorrow of his love. 
Sue sat on the balcony and listened to the song 
through the night. In the grey of the early morning she 
slipped out of the castle. Walking slowly but with an 
iron determination she made her way down to the 
pond. 
"Albert," she called into the silver mists. "Albert, 
I'm sorry. I love you." The effort of walking overcame 
the weakened princess and she fainted beside the 
pond. There Albert, once again a frog, found her. He 
hopped up to her. 
''My poor Sue." Albert said as he kissed her. "I wish 
I could make you happy." 
The rising sun shone gold on two happy frogs as 
hand in hand they hopped back to the pond. 
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uncomplicated life of a frog. 
Yet as the days before the wedding shortened, 
Albert's common sense made itself felt. Even the King 
found himself discussing difficult problems with his 
guest. The Queen went so far as to admit one night 
while she and the King worked over the proclamation 
for the wedding that Albert might make quite a 
suitable match. 
"By the way dear, have you found out exactly who 
Albert is?" the King asked. 'We really can't have a 
proclamation reading 'Today the Princess Susan 
Aurelia Constance Esther marries Albert.' We need to 
know a little more about his background." 
"You are quite right. I will ask Sue in the morning." 
The next morning, the day before the wedding, Sue 
walked down the stairs to breakfast. 
"Good morning." She smiled, and glided into her 
place. 
"Good morning Sue," the Queen nodded. ''Your 
father found a minor detail that needs to be cleared 
up. We need to know Albert's full name, and a little 
more about him for the proclamation." 
"I have been so busy, that I never thought to ask 
him," Sue replied. "I will ask him today." 
Out in the courtyard which had become their 
favourite place Sue found Albert. He was staring 
moodily through the gate down toward his old pond. 
"Albert, my mother asked me what your other 
names were." 
"Other names?" said Albert. "I only have one 
name." 
"But Princes always have lots of names. Like me, I 
have four." 
"I like Sue best," Albert said with a smile. 
"But you are a Prince, you must have other names." 
"No." Albert sighed. "I have no other names. I am 
not a Prince." Susan stared at him then laughed. 
"You must be a Prince. Why would anyone 
enchant somebody who wasn't a Prince?" 
· ''You did, Sue." Albert said looking at her with an 
expression she couldn't quite fathom. 
"Oh Albert," Sue blushed. 
''But you did, Sue. You turned me into a Prince." 
"And if I turned you into a Prince, what were you 
before?" she demanded. 
"A frog. I'm a frog, Sue. I was not even human. I 
was never a prince, until I met you." 
''You are not an enchanted Prince?" the princess 
cried. ''You let me think you were a Prince all this time 
and all the time you we.re just a frog?" Sue was stand- 
ing now, screeching at him, Albert flinching with each 
question. 
''You creature, you abominable creature, I hate 
you." The princess turned and fled from the court- 
yard. 
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The car with the 
bumper sticlcer that read 
'There's no place like Narnia" 
pulled up beside me at 
the red light, 
awash with grinning children 
in the front and back seat 
a kindly-faced, grey-haired 
old man behind the wheel. 
For a moment, I wanted to 
leap from my car into that one, 
shrink to the foolish size of youth, 
laugh with the other boys and girls, 
celebrate the perpetual wonder of 
tiny eyes blinking out of car windows. 
But, like so many times before, 
the green light defeated me. 
Before I had a chance to move, 
the other vehicle spun out into 
the sky I vanished behind a thicket 
of clouds, leaving a smoke trail 
of the old man's homey laughter 
sandwiching the cheerful echo of 
his golden wards. / ". 
; 
by John Grey 
FOLLOW 
The Great Pyramid 
rises from the Plains of Giza, 
taunting my callow brain 
with the superiority of its geometry, 
the brazenness of its secrets. 
Its answer could be somewhere 
inside the myriad chambers, corridors, galleries, 
or carved cheekily into one of those 
sun-cooked outer stone walls. 
Or perhaps, somewhere inside my head, 
another pyramid is being built, 
the mirror of this fabulous tomb, 
and those are the hieroglyphics 
that mock me with their elusiveness, 
that my fingers roam across 
like space-ships exploring the universe. 
by John Grey 
FROM HERE 
Dawn breaks, 
fog lifts, 
the forest reclaims its green, 
sun burns off mist, 
dark carrion birds disappear 
into the aeries of the earth 
replaced by starlings, finches, 
a gentle cast of sparrows, 
wild flowers unwrap petal fingers, 
burst across graveyard hills, 
bury the footsteps of those 
who stalked the night, 
clouds are puffy, white, shapeless, 
the moon is a mere phantom of itself, 
wilderness becomes civilization, 
the boatman puts away his oars. 
by John Grey 
COME MORNING 
treasure," he said. "But I have become hungry and 
would like some food." 
His voice had given him away, and the old woman 
grabbed on to Co'llad's arm. 
"Strong, strong," she said to herself, and she rocked 
on her heels and ran her free hand over his arm and 
chest. She cackled and drooled and Co'llad stared as if 
paralyzed into the dark pits of her eyes. 
"If it's treasure you want," she said, "I can tell you 
where to find treasure. But you must do something for 
me, too. You must promise to return to me my eyes. I 
will tell you how." 
"It will be done," promised Co'llad. 
"My eyes were stolen by three brother trolls who lair 
nearby in a large cave. I will tell you how to get to the 
cave and there you will find your treasure and my eyes. 
You must leave soon, for it is best if you visit them at 
night when they are asleep." 
She gave Co'llad something ill-smelling to eat and 
the directions to the troll's lair and, after a brief rest 
beside the fire, he set out. He had travelled no more 
than out of earshot of the witch's house when a spar- 
row landed on a branch nearby him. 
'Wait," the bird said, "you are being sent to your 
death, I know. The trolls cannot be defeated unless you 
know their weakness. The witch has sent many others 
to be eaten by the trolls for in this way she pays their 
price for the return of her eyes." 
'What should I do?" 
"Trolls cannot stand daylight; it turns them to stone. 
You must lock them outside their home just before 
dawn. You will find a cloak of invisibility behind this 
tree I am on; wear it, and with it you will defeat them." 
Co'llad looked behind the sparrow's tree and, as she 
had said he would, found the cloak of invisibility. 
'Thank you, friend sparrow. Is there anything I can 
do for you in return?" 
"Yes. In the troll's lair you will, indeed, find the 
witch's eyes. Force her to change me back to my true 
form in return for her sight, and I shall be amply 
repaid." 
Co'llad soon arrived before a great door. He heard 
a great bellowing from within. 
"Hutetu, I smell Christian blood, my brothers. Let 
us find what supper has come to us outside." 
The door opened and three enormous trolls came 
forth horn their cave and looked about, but because 
Co'llad had his cloak of invisibility, they could see 
nothing. 
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Once, a long time ago, there lived a poor farmer 
with three sons. The farmer was very proud of his first 
son, for his first son was a hard worker and earned his 
keep. And he was proud of his second son, for his 
second son was a hard worker and earned his keep. But 
his third son was different, for he would only dream all 
day and tum his hand to nothing. They called the third 
son Coal-lad for he would sit day after day before the 
house fire, absently sifting the coals with a stick. 
"Co'llad," the farmer said one day, "you do nothing 
when there is work to be done. It would be better if you 
left, if you won't earn your keep." 
And with that, Co'llad left his father's place and 
took the path leading into the old forest. He had lis- 
tened to the village storytellers and their tales of 
dangers and riches in the forest. He had it in mind that 
there, perhaps, he would find the treasure to make his 
father proud and the adventure of which he dreamed. 
Co'llad walked all day under the towering trees as 
their shadows lengthened across his path. Finally, the 
daylight fled altogether, and the darkness poured 
forth, splashing down the pathway, pooling in the 
shadows under the tall trees. 
Co'llad was hungry, not having eaten since supper 
the previous day, but he had not brought food. He 
shivered, but had not thought to find shelter earlier, 
and night had already come. He groped miserably into 
the darkness to the side of the path, gathering firewood, 
when he noticed a light a little further away, off the 
path. He stumbled through the brush towards the light. 
He found that the light came horn a window built 
into the base of a great tree. Co'llad tried to peer in the 
window but the glass pane was too thick and warped. 
He walked around the tree and found a small door on 
the other side. He opened it and, stooping, entered a 
round room. Although a kitchen fire burned under a 
big cooking pot, no one seemed at home. 
"Hello?" 
"Is it Christian blood I smell?" an old woman said 
behind him, stepping horn the shadows. "It has been 
long indeed since one of your kind passed this way." 
Co'llad turned and stepped back as the crone, bent 
and shriveled,groped towards him. He saw she had no 
eyes, only two empty holes where the eyes should have 
been. 
'What do you want here?" she said. 
He tried to escape back through the door, but the 
old woman stepped before it and he had to move away 
to keep his distance horn her. 
"I have been travelling these woods searching for 
by David Sandner 
THE WITCH'S EYES 
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Beyond the blue-white Trollgarde mountains 
where the Dwarf-Kings guard their treasure of gold, 
lie the storm-tossed seas of Aliador. 
There sea-beasts play and pirates roam, 
and coiling dragons of crimson scaly might 
try their strength against Poseidon's briny face. 
The Grimemog calls with its burning mists 
to trap unwary sailors for the Spectre-Lord's den. 
The winds come like spirits of the deep 
to hurl the traveller against the rocky coasts 
where the Mordru prowl and wait-not in vain. 
Strange temples crumble with the centuries of sleep 
on the Cumanari Plains of fenland and waste, 
Ghosts haunt the Tower of Crystal there, 
to sing at night of ancient deeds of glory, 
and tell of wars of gnome and elf-lords 
against the witchery of Mandragora, Queen of the Night, 
and of great Caer-druin where the High Kings ruled. 
They whisper solemn hymns to the Urubog of the North, 
The Holy Mountain, where angels live and pray, 
and rule the phantoms of nether-life. 
The Shadow Woods lie there, too, 
like serpents waiting for their prey. 
I can see the great walls of Tarin with its iron gates, 
deserted by all save the mice that live in palaces of jade. 
My eyes look for more-but slumber is broken, 
and I wake to muse on moon-mere under the stars. 
by Thomas M. Egan 
MOON DREAMS IN ALIADOR "Let us search about," said the eldest troll, pushing the great door back, but not quite closed, behind him. 
Co'llad walked by the trolls and began to squeeze 
through the crack of the huge door, but, as he pushed 
through, his cloak caught. He had to tear himself free. 
"Did you hear that?" said the youngest troll as the 
cloak ripped. 
'What?" said the eldest "I heard nothing. Perhaps 
the man has run away." 
The trolls continued to search and Co'llad pushed 
as hard as he could from inside to close the great door; 
the door creaked as he moved it. 
"Did you hear that?" said the youngest troll. 
'What? I heard nothing," said the eldest. '1 tell you 
the man must have run away." 
But he had not. Co'llad closed the great door and 
bolted it shut. The trolls banged on thedoor,andeursed 
him. The stench of the cave was nearly overpowering, 
the smell of death and rottenness. 
Once, the youngest said loudly, "Come, Brothers, 
we must use the secret entrance, as we can't open this 
one." And the trolls tromped away. 
That was only a trick, and Co'Uad stayed where he 
was, and did not open the door, and soon the trolls 
returned, angrier than ever. Try as they might, the trolls 
could not open the door and with dawn they turned to 
stone. 
Co'llad opened the door only then, and the morning 
light streamed in over piles of gold and silver. Co'llad 
filled his pockets with treasure and found, at last, the 
witch's eyes under a table where the trolls had rolled 
them. He did not forget his promise to the sparrow, but 
forced the witch to transform the sparrow back to its 
natural form in exchange for the witch's eyes. Grum- 
bling, the witch agreed, and in the daylight she did not 
seem hideous or frightening at all. 
The sparrow turned into a beautiful princess that 
Co'llad fell immediately in love with, and she him. He 
never returned home with his treasure, but married the 
princess and lived in happiness in her great kingdom 
that lay beyond the forest and its dark secrets. And he 
never did enter the forest again, not until he was a very 
old man; but that's another story. Yes, that's another 
story. 
Castles of blue coral cry to the surging wine-red seas, 
for great green dragons do sweep majestic the azure-- 
golden skies. 
Elfin maids laugh and cry as they dance like the Wild 
honeybees, 
twitching the nose of the great brown bear and 
singing sweet lies 
that tease my thoughts to wander far and wild like 
unicorns 
which strut and prance on Moondust-no need for life's 
waiting thorns. 
The grass is bedded cool and wet on Mid-Summer's 
eve, 
the scent is jasmine for me alone on its blanket of green. 
Hopes of long-ago wake to mix in Nature's wondrous 
weave, 
Whispering of other worlds where Fancy calls sweet 
and keen. 
A fairy-mirror runs through my mind, troubled and 
sad, 
to draw my steps to woodlands strange and glamour 
subtly mad. 
by Thomas M. Egan 
FAIRYLAND IN ALIADOR 
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Green man, Green man, 
Why do you flee? 
I seek to know the answers, 
Pray come forth to me. 
You hide in hedgerows and bushes, 
watching where none may see. 
You pinch the pretty maidens 
who come dancing down the lea, 
and mock the village priest 
who preaches of salvation's key. 
Dogs flee at your sign, 
while foresters bend their knee. 
The mischief you bring is great 
to all men of high or low degree, 
but knowledge is a burning fever 
so that I must pay your devil's fee. 
Green man, Green man, 
why do you flee? 
I seek to know the answers, 
Pray come forth to me. 
by Thomas M. Egan 
THE GREEN MAN OF THE 
WOOD 
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structure, but it would take a lot of fuel to get them off 
the ground again. 
They stumbled out of the ship and had a good look 
at their surroundings. 'Where are we?" asked Sealey. 
'1 don't know." Cruez didn't think the land mass 
was on any of his starmaps. 
There was no plant life and no water. The landscape 
was made of giant craters filled with a murky black 
liquid. There wasn't a 7- 11 in sight. 
''Look, there's some humans over there." But they 
were too far away for Cruez to see what they looked 
like. 
Cruez and Sealey walked up to them and asked the 
strangers where they were. They were a primitive form 
of humans. Their faces were painted white like a skull 
and they wore bones in their noses. They were dressed 
only in animal skins and carried big spears. 
"Ooga booga booga," the strangers chanted. They 
started threatening Cruez and Sealey with their spears. 
'1 think they're headhunters, Sealey." 
'1 think you're right! W-a-a-a-a-a-a!" 
Before the boys knew what was happening, they 
were pushed and shoved back to the headhunters' 
village. They were placed in a big clay cooking pot 
filled with the black liquid they'd seen earlier. The 
headhunters built a roaring fire under the pot and the 
liquid started getting warmer and warmer. 
Sealey slipped and went under the liquid. When he 
stood up, his body had bloated and he was twice his 
size. His eye popped out and his teeth had turned to 
fangs. Just as Cruez had feared, Mountain Dew 
withdrawal had already set in and poor Sealey had it 
bad. 
The Snazoid pounded his chest and let out a roar 
that frightened the headhunters so badly that they 
threw their spears on the ground and ran away. 
''Mton dea, mton dea," was all Sealey could say. 
Cruez knew it was Snazoidzian for Mountain Dew. His 
partner needed some soda or he wouldn't have long to 
live. 
Cruez smelled the liquid in the pot. "You know 
what this is?" 
''Mton dea, mton dea?" 
'No. It's rocket fuel. I'll get you to the 7-11 in no 
time." 
"Shut up, you big overgrown lizard. I hate 
crybabies." 
Cruez concentrated on the landing and the ship hit 
hard. Fortunately, there was no damage to the super- 
'They're right on our tail, Cruez!" 
Cruez Galt checked the variable force finder and 
saw two enemy fighter ships blipping across the screen. 
They were coming on the Secto-Fighter fast. Turning to 
his second-in-command, he yelled, "Blast 'em, Sealey! 
Rear lasers on!" 
B-A-M! ! ! ! ! ! 
Cruez watched as the two ships disintegrated into 
cosmic dust. 'We got 'em!" 
"And finally got my revenge," Sealey said sadly. "It 
won't bring back my family, but not there'll be a few 
less Mergatrons in the galaxy to kill innocentSnazoids." 
'That's the good news. The bad news is they knock- 
ed out one of our fuel tanks." 
"Man, I'm beat," said Sealey, who always thought of 
his stomach before anything else. "I really worked up a 
thirst blowin' away those Mergatrons. Give me another 
Mountain Dew." 
Cruez checked the galactic coolerator. "Sorry, old 
buddy, but there's no more left. I drank the last one." 
"You what?" The Snazoid's red eyes glowed with 
anger. He was partial to the lime green soda that was 
the same color as his scaley skin. 
"I said I drank the last one!" 
'Then we'll just have to buy more," said Sealey. 
"But the nearest 7-11 is three light years away!" 
protested Cruez. 'We don't have enough fuel. We'll 
never make it." 
"But I gotta have my Mountain Dew," Sealey said. 
You know what happens to me when I don't get my 
Mountain Dew." 
Cruez knew all right. And it wasn't a pleasant sight. 
"Okay, we'll try to make it. We can fuel up at the 
self-service pumps." 
Two light years from their destination, the Secto- 
Fighter ran out of fuel. Cruez knew he had to make an 
emergency landing on the first land mass that came by. 
As usual, when the going gets tough, Snazoids start 
whining. 'We're gonna crash on an alien planet that 
probably doesn't have Mountain Dew! Wa-a-a-a-a-a-a- 
a-!" 
by Adam Morris 
THE PLANET OF THE HEADHUNTERS 
MYIHOPOEIC YOlITH 
Adam Morris was 10 years old when he wrote the following story; we remind you that comments should consider 
his age. 
But when my 
Child's mind has 
Grown too old for me- 
1 shall rest my soul 
In the earthly fires 
Until the next master comes, 
Bringing with him 
A new adventure. 
Forever to serve the Light 
And defend the just, 
Always sharp 
At the edges. 
I would be 
The Time Traveler, 
The watchful Cat, 
The one Who Knows All, 
Who has seen the 
Waning days of man. 
If I were 
To fall 
Unto an evil hand 
Who dared to touch 
My sacred soul 
I would burn him 
With my icy steel 
And thrash blue flames 
Into his dark eyes. 
by AJ.lison Marshall 
LUMEN 
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When brought 
Near the enemy 
Beware 
I would glow 
With iridescent 
Blue flames, 
Ready to slice 
Through evil flesh, 
Submerging 
My cool silver 
In fresh 
Hot blood 
I would choose 
My valiant warrior, 
A rebel of the desert 
Or defender of a lord, 
Andi would 
Serve him well 
I would bear 
The symbols of 
An ancient tongue 
Only to be read by 
The aged wizard 
Forged in the fires 
Of dawning time, 
Made of a metal 
Unknown to man 
If I were to enter 
A child's imagination 
An ancient sword 
Known as 
Lumen 
Is what I'd be 
i. I ,~ 
i 
t. 
Allison Marshall was a Junior in High School when she wrote these poems; we ask that your comments 
bear that in mind. 
MYTHOPOEIC YOUTH 
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"'If you build it, he will come."' Zounds! I had 
the most extraordinary sense of deja vu watching 
Field of Dreams. Those same words, spoken with 
a hint of an Oxford accent, have echoed through 
our living room. 
At first I thought David was crazy when he 
told me he'd heard a voice; later I heard it too. So 
we went out and bought books-books on all 
kinds of subjects, but especially books on philol- 
ogy, mythology, and philosophy. Bookshelves 
were put up to accommodate all of these. A comfy 
recliner was installed in a position of honor- 
flanked by shelves, shrouded with light, in reach 
of the best books. 
Soon hecame,a weary old gent with a twinkle 
in his eye and a pipe in his mouth: He introduced 
himself: "I am Tolkien, but you can call me 
Toilers." Days later he brought his friends, Otar- 
les and Jack. Charles was a rather homely fellow 
with glasses, whose face would light up in heavy 
discussions. Jack would sit around for hours, 
tossing back and forth proofs of Christ's divinity. 
Charles would grunt and say he preferred con- 
templating the divinity of Dante's Beatrice. 
Ufe went on like this for quite some time. But 
finally, enough was enough, and I told David that 
they had to go. The pipe smoke was making me 
nauseous and the house was just too crowded. I 
can take talking lions and short plump guys with 
hairy feet. I was peeved, but I handled it well 
when the ores ate the cat. But I absolutely will not 
tolerate devils in my living room. It's Screwtape 
orme! 
-thanks to David Brafman, my technical 
consultant 
by Berni Phillips 
AFABLE 
The wisdom of man comes only with age, 
But wisest of all is the humble sage." 
The woman who was born in a cocoon 
Then fell in love with the man of the moon. 
The boy could read their thoughts as clear as day, 
They were filled with love so merry and gay. 
With a rush the old man felt youth return, 
And the woman's wet heart began to bum. 
As for the boy, his wish was fully gained- 
You're not wise 'till you've lived a life untamed. 
It was upon a grassy knoll they met, 
Three weary travelers glistened with sweat. 
Though strangers, each could sense the other's gift, 
Which comforted their spirits gone adrift. 
"I am the Old Seer who seeks his youth, 
I read the moon to gain knowledge of truth." 
'1 am the Healer who longs for a love, 
No man has compared me to the white dove." 
"I am the Mind Reader, your thoughts are free. 
Do either of you teach philosophy?" 
The wise, old man turned to the boy and said, 
"Philosophy is learned until you're dead, 
The old man lived north in wintry snow, 
Devout to the moon's spellbinding glow. 
Of past, present and future he had learned, 
But never did find the youth that he yearned. 
A plain, goodly man, but for this desire, 
Which burned hot within, a raging bonfire. 
The woman lived deep in the sunny south, 
She was kind with a large, smiling mouth. 
Born with such a gift, her fingers could heal, 
The mind and body was well with her feel, 
Yet the healer could not heal her own heart, 
She wished to be in love, but hadn't the art. 
The boy lived right smack on the equator. 
What a genius, and quite a creator! 
His mind could read the thoughts of all others. 
Yes, he even outsmarted the mothers! 
He was as well behaved as boys can be, 
His passion was to learn philosophy. 
There were once three strangers upon this earth 
Whose odd gifts of power brought little mirth. 
First the old man who could read the full moon, 
Then came the woman, born in a cocoon, 
Lastly the boy who through men's minds could see. 
A purpose was given to each of the three, 
A powerful urge set deep in the heart. 
Each from his home soon had to depart. 
After many adventuresome travels untold, 
They came to a place where secrets unfold. 
They met as strangers from foreign lands 
To gain from each what no one understands. 
Unto this place of unusual time 
Shall I take you to hear their words of rhyme. 
by Allison Marshall 
THREE STRANGERS 
Borgil wondered if Khaalzan had a purpose in 
reviewing history, or if he merely tested another of his 
speeches on him. 
The Emperor pushed the plate away with a clatter 
of gold and bones. The two blue-eyed Imperial guards 
tensed almost imperceptibly, and then, appraising the 
situation, returned to mere vigilance. Borgil forced his 
attention back to the Imperial diatrite. 'Noble! Pah! 
Hordes of bastards leached away what remained of 
Klydon's 'noble blood'! Ranulf himself had all the 
nobility of an opium seller! He shipped me to his court 
merely as a showpiece - to show the few who cared 
that he 'owned' the greatest sorcerer of Hazar." 
"Unfortunately for him," Borgil commented drily. 
Khaalzan started, then chuckled. "Unfortunately for 
him. But fortunately for Klydon." 
When your ego and your madness ruin my land? 
Borgil's mind screamed. Then, realizing his duty, he 
felt only calm. Fortune smiles not on Klydon, sorcerer. Nor 
long on you. 
The dark old man shook his head and smiled a 
disarming smile. For a moment he seemed the humble 
scholar he sometimes pretended. "Forgive my ram- 
blings, Borgil. I dwell too much upon my struggles, 
when I should number my successes. Such as you. We 
do not agree on many issues, yet we respect each other. 
I can trust you, precisely because you speak your mind. 
And because, unlike your peers, you have principles. 
Even if they are sometimes at variance with mine. We 
are friendly enemies, yes?" 
Borgil smiled. "Friendly enemies, yes." Too quickly 
for thought he picked up a golden fork and plunged it 
into Khaalzan's throat. 
In the sick moment Borgil spent with the Emperor's 
warm blood slithering down his forearm, Khaalzan 
stared at him with surprise. And then, with a cynical 
smile, the Archmage-Emperor died. 
Murder in cold blood-no, warm, sticky blood 
which had all too recently coursed in the veins of a 
reprehensible but nevertheless human being. Borgil 
wanted to kill himself in shame and disgust, but he felt 
confident that guardsman's oncoming blade would do 
the job more quickly. 
Borgil awoke in a dank and fetid cell, with only wan 
torchlight through the door grille. His whole body 
ached, and as he sat up a gash in his back opened up. 
He howled in pain, but only his echo responded. For a 
moment he wondered how he had gotten to his 
miserable place again. Yet another ill-timed remark? 
Perhaps the Emperor was again jealous of Borgil's 
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"Usurper'," scoffed the Emperor, as a scholar might 
scoff at the misnaming of a leaf. His long-copper-hued 
fingers toyed with a sparrow's breastbone before snap- 
ping it in two. '1 have restored to Klydon its power and 
its lands, and given it lore and science unseen in Tel- 
luria since the Demon Wars, and yet they oppose me. 
For what reason?" The bones tumbled from his fingers 
and landed, with little sound, on a gold plate. 
Count Borgi1 of Blackmere knew not to speak. 
Emperor Khaalzan rel-Khazai never asked a question 
he did not answer himself. Perhaps others could 
answer otherwise: nobles who no longer ruled in their 
own fiefs, commoners taxed into poverty, Imperial 
footmen fighting and dying to "restore" the Western 
and Southern Provinces to Imperial rule, or their 
colonist counterparts preserving their homelands from 
the insatiable maw of the Empire. Perhaps the untold 
numbers who rotted in I<lydon's prisons, or in its soil, 
for speaking against the "new order," might present 
another view. Or perhaps those who had lost limbs and 
eyes to the Usurper's "justice." 
Yet only the Emperor's answers counted. 
Borgil knew he had to nurse his hate, his rage, if he 
would complete his task tonight. 
The Emperor fastidiously cleaned his fingers, and 
reached for his wine. He hesitated for three agonizing 
heartbeats, less than before, then tucked his hand into 
his purple robes. The other hand stroked a coal-black 
goatee, lightly streaked with gray. Little more gray 
than Borgil' s pale brown beard, although thirty winters 
separated them. 
"My late predecessor designated me an heir, did he 
not?" The Emperor's eyes transfixed Borgil's. Superfi- 
cially his eyes asked for confirmation, but from their 
ebon depths they dissected the world. 
Borgil hastily nodded his assent, and he was 
relieved when the Emperor's disquieting gaze returned 
to the invisible realms which only a sorcerer or sage 
could see. 
"And after PrinceCayaJJ's treason,could anybutme 
claim the throne?" Emperor Khaalzan' s voice never lost 
its dry, lecturing tone, but that glance reminded the 
Count that this Emperor, unlike former Emperor 
Ranulf, possessed a keen and ruthless intelligence. And 
the sorceries of Hazar. It was said that Hazaran sor- 
cerers made their deserts bloom, and killed men with 
a gesture. 
"Perhaps they resent a commoner-a magus, no Jess- 
-ascending to the throne of Klydon," the Emperor 
proposed, rhetorically. "No doubt they would prefer a 
dissolute and quarrelsome nobleman like themselves." 
by Frank Mitchell 
PUPPET RULER 
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In the morning-was it moming?-two guards led 
Borgil to the Imperial sitting room. Another of 
Khaalzan's personal guards stood by to open the 
mahogany door, and at his knock the arguing within 
stopped. Amidst silks and tapestries and hanging 
lamps, Karim and Sorath faced each other across a 
marble table. On the center of the table, disordered 
chess pieces regarded each other with cold loathing, 
locked in a stalemate. 
Karim wore loose crimson and black robes, with the 
gold key denoting his office hanging from his neck. His 
black, scraggly beard and sharp, umber features made 
him look like a satyr at the best of times, and today a 
particularly dour satyr. He smoothed a fold of his robe, 
feigning boredom. 
Sorath's pale, craggy features and silver hair made 
him look like an ancient iceberg-an impression 
heightened by his family arms, a two-headed hawk 
argent on an azure field, embroidered on his white silk 
doublet. The Dulce's violet eyes glittered in barely- 
veiled anger, but his face wore a diplomat's smile. As 
Borgil entered he stood and jiggled the Count's hand. 
"Ah, my lord Borgil," Sorath beamed. 'The architect 
of our present situation. In the next generation, .you 
may be called the godfather of the Fourth Dynasty." 
"And what am I called now, my lord?" Borgil asked. 
'Nothing," Karim commented. 
Sorath shot him a venomous look, and returned 
with a smile. "I am afraid the original plan had to be 
scrapped. Karim had enough warning to avoid a fate 
similar to our dear departed Emperor's, and the other 
advisors are well guarded. Both the Imperial Guard 
and the Imperial spies are still quite organized-as are 
our own fellow patriots, rest assured. 
'With the Emperor dead without an heir, the dukes 
mustmeettoappointasuccessor.Jf ourl<arimsochose, 
of course, he could attempt to claim the throne, or 
invent a child heir and appoint himself regent, or some 
such tripe." Karim started to reply, but Sorath con- 
tinued. 
'Whatever the reason, the dukes would protest, 
Karim's forces would attempt to crush resistance, and, 
well, we have a civil war. We would win, of course," 
-the smile faded a bit- "but, to prevent needless blood- 
shed, we have come to an understanding. In short, we 
have decided to keep the Emperor's death a secret. For 
the time being." 
'What! How?" The revolution unwritten? 
"Azakielandlskariuareattendingtothatpartnow," 
The fat sorcerer sighed, then continued: "As of now 
you're sentenced to flaying at dawn, in accordance 
with Khaalzan'slaw, but the Dulce is haggling with that 
desert snake Karim to have that dismissed due to ex- 
tenuating circumstances." 
"I'm not afraid to die." Now I would welcome it. 
popularity with the common folk of Blackmere. Then 
memory came forth, and swiftly afterward the rem- 
nants of dinner, garnished with bile. He wiped his lips 
on his shoulder, his hands bound behind him. 
'Not much of an improvement," fluttered a voice. 
Borgil looked up, and saw a ghostly pink head floating 
two paces away. The fleshy jowls and curled mustache 
could only belong to Magus Azakiel, Guildmaster of 
the Sorcerer's Guild. The magician added, "But then 
again, nothing would be. My dear man, you should 
give up this second career as an assassin. Not only did 
you fail to poison the old jackal-as if poisoning the 
wine were sufficient-you killed him in plain sight of 
two witnesses." The head sighed theatrically. "But at 
least he's off to the Iron Gates. Actually, I had made a 
side wager with lskariu that you wouldn't be able to 
bring this a ff air off, and we'd all be in the gallows. Now 
I'll have to let the little Goblin snot loose in my library." 
'What am I doing here?" Borgil croaked. 
'Well," Azakiel sighed unhappily, "our little coup 
d'etat didn't go off exactly as planned. In fact, our 
Sorath got about as close to the palace as I get to ... well 
nevermind. Don't worry, this isn't a ghost; I'm quite 
alive." 
"Praise the Gods," Borgil muttered. 
'Well, actually this is sort of a ghost ... a simulacrum, 
a sort of projection of my sight and hearing accom- 
panied by a phantasm." Azakiel looked ruefully at the 
floor. ''Perhaps sight was not a particularly good idea." 
'What happened?" Borgil rasped through clenched 
teeth. 
"Oh yes! Jarek managed to place his friend as one of 
the old bugger's guards after all, and between Iskariu's 
amulet, [arek' sold comrades-in-arms and the Hazaran 
Wonder's sloppiness not only did you skewer His Most 
Awful Majesty but you survived to tell the tale. Unfor- 
tunately, the Chancellor ferreted out our little club, so 
Jarek and Lady Meredith were not as fortunate." 
"Dead?" An image of the grizzled veteran and his 
grand lady fair blurred Borgil's vision. 
'"Fraid so, dear. Most nasty business too. Hazarans 
prefer their revenge with as much torture as possible." 
Borgil gritted his teeth. Grief later. "What about the 
others? Who rules now?" 
"This is so distressing." A brightly colored kerchief 
materialized and mopped Azakiel's brow. "Chancellor 
Karim and Dulce Sora th are working out some sort of, 
well ... 'understanding'". 
'What!!" 
"And that little rat lskariu is in there too, so I expect 
a knife in the back any moment" He glanced around 
furtively, in an exaggerated display of fear. Then a sly 
glance, to gauge the Count's sympathy. 
Borgil felt the ground tipping sideways. Negotiat- 
ing with the enemy ... the Chancellor ... the assistant 
butcher. 
And so Borgil participated in the Great Charade. As 
a temporary measure, of course ... just as the living 
lifeless, and his piercing eyes rolled upward into his 
head, revealing yellowed whites. His shoulders 
slumped, and he might have fallen over but for the 
Goblin's two reluctant fingers. 
'1 shall ask you never to use one of your barbaric 
diminutives on me again, lskariu," Azakiel said icily. 
"Have no fear," the Goblin yawned, picking a bit of 
lint from the "Emperor's" shoulder. "I have no desire to 
be one of your lovers." 
"You've done it, then," Karim said, in morbid fas- 
cination. He rose to his feet, rapt, as if in the actual 
Khaalzan's presence. 
Both sorcerers stared at him as if he were an idiot. 
"Despite the technical problems, yes," Azakiel said at 
last. 'The animation was relatively routine, although 
neutralizing the smell was a bit tricky. And maintain- 
ing the illusion of intelligence requires my constant 
attention-" 
"Feigningintelligenceishisonlyreal talent,"Iskariu 
quipped. 
"As yours is robbing graves, brother sorcerer," 
Azakiel replied. 
''May yours be my next." 
Borgil could contain his revulsion no longer. "Surely 
you have taken leave of your senses." He gestured 
vaguely at the corpse, loath to even acknowledge its 
existence. ''You seriously expect this will fool the 
people of I<lydonia?" 
'Why yes," Sorath answered, matter-of-factly. 
The Count' s fingers craved another fork. He pushed 
the urge aside. 
"And how long do you think you can keep up this 
charade?" 
"As long as necessary," Karim answered. "My 
master has a book on the preservation of the dead, and 
of the construction of masks which cannot be told from 
a living face." 
"How tragic. My lord ofBlackmere suddenly has no 
stomach for death." The Goblins invented contempt 
and irony, as well as many poisons. "Despite m'lord's 
delicate sensibilities, we have little choice. A mere il- 
lusion would eventually be seen through, and a living 
impersonator would entail too many risks. Azakiel's 
mental link allows him to manipulate the corpse like a 
puppet, and he has become quite proficient in doing so. 
He can see through its eyes, speak with its voice (what 
m'lord left of it), even cast a few spells through it. We 
have even disguised the zombie's aura, to fool all but 
the most detailed reading. As long as no one gets too 
close," -Iskariu sniffed- "this might as well be the 
Emperor." 
Borgil stared at the slack-jawed shell before him, 
and saw a strange truth in that. 
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the Duke said airily. He put on his best avuncular smile. 
'What we need from you, old boy, is your promise that 
you won't reveal your little indiscretion to a soul." 
Borgil' s brow furrowed. "But, this is madness! Even 
if you could conceal the Usurper's death, what is to be 
gained?" 
'Think of the chaos, man!" Sorath spread his arms 
wide, trying to encompass it. 'The Imperial guard 
against the regular army. Nobles against nobles, 
brothers against brothers! Battles in the streets, with 
arms and rnagicks. Why, it would give unsavory ele- 
ments the perfect opportunity to seize power." A glance 
toward Karim. 'Worst of all, it would upset what good 
work our Emperor has done." 
'What good work indeed?" 
Sorath raised his hand. "It is decided. Karim and I 
shall share power behind the illusion of our Emperor. 
After stabilizing the empire the 'Emperor' will step 
down, and the Dukes will elect a successor to the 
throne. And all we need is your silence." 
'The silence of the grave would be preferable," 
Karim added. 
''Now, now, none of that, Chancellor," the Duke 
scolded. He explained casually to Borgil, ''Only a few 
of us belong to our little conspiracy, and Karim, with 
his usual eloquence, argued that we make our number 
a few less. Two guards are replaceable, but, as I assured 
him, your influence among the lesser nobility and the 
peasantry, and of course your loyalty to the realm, 
makes you invaluable." 
"A loyal assassin," Karim sneered. "Like a faithful 
whore." 
"Ignore him," the Duke soothed. 
At once there was a commotion outside. A voice 
croaked, and the door opened. The violet-robed figure 
that swept into the room wore the Imperial diadem, 
and, beneath, the face of Emperor Khaalzan rel-Khazai, 
Archmage of Hazar and Sovereign of Klydonia. Flank- 
ing him were the corpulent Azakiel and the Goblin- 
lithe sorcerer Iskariu. 
Khaalzan gestured with his hand, and a guard 
closed the door. Not more than a few heartbeats after 
the door closed lskariu burst into a half-mad tittering. 
The expression on his pointed, blue- white face 
resembled that of a mischievous child playing a prank 
on his elders. He regained most of his control in an 
eyeblink. "A thorough job, hmm?" he purred. 
Azakiel had remained strangely silent and tense 
during their entry, and even now he seemed distracted. 
"You may relax now, Azaksha," the Goblin said, with a 
casual wave of his delicate leather-gloved hand. 
The change on both Khaalzan and Azakiel was 
startling. Azakiel regained a measure of his languid 
foppishness, although fatigue and a little sweat 
betrayed his previous effort. Simultaneously the 
Emperor's face, once keen and alert, went slack and 
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It was the third month of the Charade, on the first 
'What is the meaning of this?" Borgil shouted. 
The crowd shuffled feet and muttered like 
wayward children, until a particularly large 
woodsman yelled, ''Down with the Usurper!" The 
chant grew in the back of the crowd. 
"Silence!" Borgil roared. 'Who are your leaders?" 
The woodsman and a miller stepped forward. With 
reluctance, two merchants followed. All four bowed, 
although the woodsman did so stiffly. 
Drakar stopped, gasping, at Borgil's side. He kept 
his sword ready. 
'Why would you attack the Administrator's home, 
if your quarrel is with the Emperor?" Borgil asked. 
Many townsfolk looked confused, including the 
woodsman. Others looked ashamed, but the miller 
burst out brazenly, "He is a lackey of the Usurper, 
m'lord. He takes our grain and our cattle, and reports 
that we do not pay taxes." The others joined in a chorus 
of assent. 
The Count raised a hand. "Go home, good people. 
None of us likes what the Emperor does, but this is no 
way to fight him." 
'1'hengive usa way, m'lord," called out a merchant. 
Draker leaned to his father's ear and whispered, "He 
speaks truth. Too long have we suffered under the 
Usurper. Rumor had it the Emperor is ill - now we 
must rebel." 
"We have no plans to deal with a siege, my brother," 
Serric whispered calmly. 'We would only bring misery 
upon ourselves. Many would die." 
"Many already die!" Drakar hissed. 
Borgil could hear no more. "Silence!" he shouted-at 
the crowd, at his sons, at himself. 
Drakar was not finished, and now took no care to 
lower his voice. "Father, the nobles will follow you as 
readily as these people will. We could count on the 
magi, the generals, even the priests. The time of talk is 
over-we must act now." 
Borgil whirled and struck his son across the face. 
'We can do nothing!" 
Drakar stared at his father in shock and disbelief. 
Automatically he raised his hand, as if to strike back, 
and then, mist-eyed, fled. 
Borgil turned away, and recovered his semblance of 
nobility. Some of the rabble tried to chant Drakar's last 
words, but the chant wavered and failed under Borgil's 
gaze. He gestured at the ringleaders. 
"Guards, have these men flogged. I order the rest of 
you to return to your homes immediately. Anyone 
out-of-doors in a quarter of an hour will fall under the 
lash as well." Borgil turned his back imperiously upon 
hi~ people, and strode away, only his elder son at his 
side. 
Rushing down to the main hall of Blaclanere Keep, 
Borgil cursed the Gods for disturbing his sleep. 
Whoever caused this commotion would hang, he 
thought--cursing himself for such thinking. He 
shrugged into a tunic. 
''Father!"Borgil'seldersonSerricmethimatthefoot 
of the stairs. 'The common folk are gathering outside. 
They talk of hanging the Imperial administrator. "Serric 
hated all disorder, and little but the threat of violence 
disturbed his normally placid manner. 
"Damn!" Borric detoured to pick up a sword and 
helm, then rushed out into the street. 
Out the East gate and a hundred paces lay Borgil's 
pastures, trampled by a throng of muttering townsfolk 
and farmers from the surrounding fields. Many of the 
townsfolk bore cudgels, and several woodsmen 
shouldered heavy axes. Hastily-dressed militia circled 
the crowd, attempting to herd them back home with 
little success. Two priestesses of the earth-goddess 
Varda argued with the sergeant on duty. 
Borgil stood on a small hillock and raised his hands. 
''People of Blackmere, stop this at once." The muttering 
and occasional shouts quieted to whispers of "the 
Count, the Count." 
Behind him the Count heard footsteps-those of his 
younger son Drakar, rushing onward with sword 
drawn and blond mane flying. Borgil was mildly 
surprised Drakar had returned home. Last he had 
heard,hisadventuringsonandsomeoldhedge-wizard 
wandered in the North, trying to find a dragon or some 
such nonsense. 
Khaalzan' s taxes and laws and wars were "temporary" 
measures. How soon, Borgil wondered, before one of 
the conspirators began liking their newfound power 
too much to leave it? 
Still, each performed his appointed tasks. I<arim 
and Sorath ran the Empire-managing the wars "until 
such time as we can end them," maintaining the secret 
police "until we can disband that unfortunate organiza- 
tion," pacifying the nobles and the peasants by lies or 
force, collecting taxes, building libraries and monu- 
ments ... business as usual. And Azakiel trotted out his 
grisly puppet ruler for state occasions, while his Goblin 
colleague kept the corpse looking fresh and alive with 
the necromancies of his people, and a few that he 
invented himself. 
Borgil' sill-defined role was that of the loyal opposi- 
tion. It was a role he tacitly played before Khaalzan's 
death, when the Emperor called him to task for dis- 
obeying procedures and stirring up ill will, even if 
Khaalzan had to concede Borgil's fief was the most 
productive. Yet before Borgil offered an honest resis- 
tance to tyranny; now he sold a sham, a pretense 
designed to channel the hostility of the peers and the 
· populace into one figure, one "spiritual leader" whose 
soul now belonged to the tyranny he denounced. 
Sorath nodded vigorously. His legs weakened, and he 
slumped into his chair, whimpering slightly. 
I<haalzan's yellowed but keen eyes rested upon 
Borgil. "You cannot imagine what it is like, Borgil," the 
Emperor croaked, "for your soul to be bound in a 
lifeless husk. You exist in a fevered nightmare, with 
glimpses of the afterworld and episodes of your dead 
body performing actions you cannot control. You can- 
not even scream. Then somehow you awaken and find 
your dream is true." A dry chuckle. ''Perhaps we can 
arrange a demonstration, hmm?" 
I<haalzan regarded the dead Azakiel, lying like a 
upended barrel of lard on the flagstones. "Incom- 
petents. Always sever the soul from the animus when 
the body is recently dead. How they teach the young 
these days." He shook his head, and a bit of skin flaked 
off. 
"Ah, well. I cannot try you for murder or conspiracy, 
my dear Count. That would undo all your work, and 
after you were so careful to preserve mine. And even 
my friends among the nobility might balk at a revenant 
Emperor. Sorath, what shall we do with 'our Borgil'?" 
Sorath burbled for a moment, and then he resumed 
his diplomatic mask. "After Jarek's untimely death, he 
seemed so despondent." Sorath smiled, watching the 
Emperor carefuUy. 
The Emperor smiled, nodded once. Sorath sighed. 
Borgil sat back, and drank from Karim's cup. "I was 
as if one already dead," he agreed. 
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night of Spring, and Count Borgil met with Chancellor 
Karim and Duke Sorath to discuss the state of the 
Empire. Magi Azakiel and Iskariu were late, but that 
mattered little. 
This harvest looks to be one of the best in several 
years." The Duke grinned. "A sign from the gods, yes?" 
Borgil muttered gloomily, "It would be better yet 
with the army tilling the fields." 
"And lose the territory we have reclaimed?" Karim 
snapped. ''Surely we must insure that our martyred 
dead did not die in vain!" 
Sora th drained his goblet. "Yes, Borgil, we must quit 
this war successfully. Let us secure our territory. And 
then our people can come home." 
Borgil wanted to argue, but what would be the use? 
The two nobles could always groom another cats' -paw. 
"As you think best." 
The door burst open, and in strode the Emperor's 
corpse. It clutched Iskariu's intricate mask in one claw. 
Despite the best sorceries, the flesh of I<haalzan's face 
had rotted and dried to the consistency of leather, and 
his lips had shrunken to give his face a grotesque and 
toothy grimace. 
Sorath leapt to his feet in fury. "Azakiel! What man- 
ner of joke is this? Remove this thing at once!" 
The corpse's laugh was not Azakiel's. "Your 
Emperor is among you, yet you wish to see Azakiel. 
Very well, my dear Duke, I shall fetch him immedi- 
ately." I<haalzan's face writhed into a grotesque grin. 
Azakiel shambled through the door. His unseeing 
eyes had rolled backward into his head, and his mouth 
hung open in utter mindlessness. Once in the room, the 
sorcerer's body thudded to the floor at Sorath's feet. 
The Duke went pale in horror; Karim stared dum- 
founded. Borgil felt the urge to laugh, at a joke not the 
least bit funny. 
Khaalzanstudied the mask. His head tilted in study, 
and his desiccated brow furrowed. 'The Goblin's head 
sits on a spike at the Western Wall," he added abstrac- 
tedly. ''I fed his body to the dogs. I hope they won't be 
too ill." 
"You're alive!" Karim gasped. 
"In a manner of speaking, my dear friend Karim." 
The Emperor rasped. "Despite your 'watchful eye' on 
the rebels." 
"B-but your Highness," Karim stammered, ''I had no 
way of knowing the assassins would strike! I-" Khaal- 
zan raised a leathery arm. 
Karim bolted for the door behind the arras, but 
stopped in his tracks halfway across the room. Khaal- 
zan made another gesture, and Karim dropped dead, 
his veins turned a poisonous black. 
The Emperor rounded on a wide-eyed but 
paralyzed Sora th. "A pity my previous Chancellor lack- 
ed the qualifications for the job. I trust you will show 
more resourcefulness ... on my behalf." ChanceUor 
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With witching ways, she understood 
both men and moons, yet scorned 
a woman's lot: her body often quick 
with life which never ripened, 
and once she placed her cool 
and healing hand upon a child 
who writhed with cancerous, decaying bones 
and eased him from his pain. 
and she is 
done. 
The silken thread unravels, quiet and fine. 
Possessed of pineal sight, she would refuse 
To lay her psychic secrets open. 
This tonguelessness was acid torment 
to the tortured (we who breathed, 
then ceased, unknowing but desiring 
her forbidden, secret knowledge.) 
then dip ... 
But grief and scales of cautious blindness 
caused us to mistake euthanasia's mercy 
for malpractice, and crying "Murderess!" 
"Bitch!", the stonesand editorials flew. 
And so commenced her end. 
One masked attendant chokes on wonder 
as the scissors hover 
open 
in theair- 
dovelike, 
shining, 
Childhood years she spun out friendless, 
wandered heedless of those winding nights. 
Her father left: said he could not conceive 
how she had come to be ... 
her mother said that he was always slow 
to understand Fate's deeper meanings. 
Now, as she hangs festively arrayed 
with coloured tubes, bags and white tormenters, 
the gray handmaidens Shame and Pain nearby, 
she calle out "Atropos! Don't forget me!" 
Old before her time, from babbling days 
she drifted with other saints and fools 
so we, slow mortals, called her blessed 
or spat, and cursed her mystery. 
We crowned her with electrodes 
in our sanguinary way, gave 
psycho-curative processes 
with solemnly gleeful ceremony. 
Then pronounced her almost fit 
for societal re-entry. 
Not long ago, the Sisters spoke 
the fabric of their latest whim: 
one spun, another wove the thread, 
smoke-brief, but of surpassing quality, 
and so a child was born 
in blood and sweat and certain wisdom. 
by Judith Anderson Stuart 
GOSSAMER: A MODERN MYTH 
as the night 
cries for water 
and words for each memory 
my people plant flowers 
webbed petals 
spiked stamens 
bright seeds for the morning 
the white Martian sun 
passage on passage 
the streets wind shining 
past slender turrets 
brilliant doorways 
all turned from the starlight 
refusing the cold 
high 
in my city's streaming towers 
the wind pipes echoes 
of redstone flutes 
while the moons drift 
dappling coral 
rolling the desert 
like dying fire 
by Mary E. Choo 
GARDENERS 
= ~·· -- 
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and so 
we build dark altars 
holy symbols 
reaching high 
to fold our love 
our failing hearts 
among the silent stars 
we have no word 
for terror 
or for ending 
no song for cold our blood 
will not deny new seasons 
forsake this wound 
that was our land 
and yet 
the sky bums ever nearer 
the sun drifts dim and far 
along its darkened rim 
as land-ships founder 
on our phantom oceans 
strain their tattered sails 
we are the last 
the ancient children 
we have piped our fingers 
raw for water 
crossed our palms 
with vanished grasses 
sung 
for kinder winds 
across the sere red plain 
the monoliths are drawn 
in purple angry gold 
as penitents 
we press our heads 
along the ruined rainbows 
of their stone 
and braid our hair 
like severed grain 
by Mary E. Choo 
MARTIAN TEMPLES 
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you are the hunter 
killer thief 
your blackest hours 
tum stars to cinders 
smoking in my eyes 
dead jewels 
for your icon glades 
where all the murdered children 
lie 
and beat their bones 
to haunt your hungry ~ge 
home 
sinew 
mind and breath 
I ride 
your winter blood trace 
footbeat 
feel your forepaws 
pounding snow to moonflesh 
running fear 
beneath my skin 
dark heart 
engendered lord 
you are the keeper 
of midnight trees 
your pulsebeat pulls me 
blood on blood 
commands me down 
deep-silver paths 
to cry 
for sun's remembered fire 
by Mary E. Choo 
WOLFRUNNER 
for me 
you are still love's heartland 
sunset's siren topaz high 
burning 
on a myriad wishes 
yet I'm mindful 
of the Vegan lesson 
strange continents 
dense heat 
uncompromising air 
while quantum leap images 
of Bradbury's domes 
andlegionsofVenusians 
troop fantastic 
on a clear horizon 
my fascination with fire 
leads me to consider 
your potent vision 
pinned candle-bright 
to a saffron sky 
by Mary E. Choo 
VENUS RISING 
his finger. 
He started growing. Shocked for a moment, I knew 
neither to race at him with only a stick, to bludgeon him 
down before he became too big for such a weapon, or 
to run for my steed, who bore more lethal arms. My 
brief indecision gave Beloscoff the time to grow into a 
giant, twenty feet tall! 
''Now we fight," he laughed. 
His speed and strength increased beyond the 
proportions of his enlargement, for he was on me with 
hare-like quickness. He stretched forth his huge right 
hand to seize me, I bashed him across the knuckles with 
my staff, but turned my back to his left hand doing so. 
He slapped me down so hard I thought my spine had 
splintered. I was dazed, for the next thing I recollect 
was being carried in the giant wizard's arms, as if no 
more than a babe. My struggles were useless, for I had 
neither enchantments or weapons to fight the monster. 
'What are you going to do with me?" I asked. 
The giant wet his lips; his tongue whipped out of 
his mouth like a great, blue slug. He exposed his tooth- 
less gums in a hideous grin, wrinkling the stretched, 
transparent skin around his dull, yellowed eyes. His 
enlargement had exaggerated all the deformities of his 
long, evil life. Festers and carbuncles, as large as my fist, 
decorated his nose and chin, and a wart, with hairs as 
thick as wire, sprouted from his cheek. His breath fell 
on me with all the rank odor of an open sludge-pit. He 
held me tight against his chest, nearly smothering me. 
The vermin that inhabited his unwashed clothes and 
fed on his ancient blood had grown with him. A flea, 
at least twice the size of the largest spider, leaped on 
me, and since my hands were pinioned in the wizard's 
grip, the parasite was free to plunge his dagger-like 
proboscis through my shoulder and drank its fill of my 
vital fluid before leaping away. Whatever the titanized 
Count fated for me could scarce be worse than that. 
He stopped before a deep well and turned me 
around so that I could look down it. At the dry bottom, 
dozens of hungry little eyes stared up at me. 
'Here we are little fellow. This be your new home." 
He bellowed with laughter and held me up-side-down 
over the gaping hole. "I fear that you'll have to share 
lodges sir, the hundred or so rats down there have 
priority over you. But they are courteous, they've even 
awaited dinner for you." 
I cocked back my neck and looked down the deep, 
cavernous mouth of the well and saw that a tree root, 
about a yard long and inch thick, had pushed through 
the crumpled mortar about a third of the way to the 
bottom; I hoped it was strong enough to stop my fall. 
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Being born on the right side of the right bed fulfilled 
all requirements for my family titles; honors so easily 
obtained are insignificant to me. But the rights of 
chivalry, the privilege of being called 'Sir' Gwen th, and 
the respect due the holder of the sixth rank among the 
Montford knights, all had to be earned with many years 
of training and travail, and they are invaluable to me. 
In the service of my position, I was sent out to quest 
for Count Beloscoff, a warlock of the First Discipline 
who had been terrorizing helpless villagers with his 
malignant magic. I was to present the malefactor with 
two options: either he was to meet with the judge in 
Montford for fair trial, or he was to meet with me in the 
field of honor for fair combat. 
Though the Count's powers could intimidate a 
weaponless farmer, a fully-armed, well trained knight 
should prevail against him. 
Beloscoff was easy to find, for he made no attempt 
to run or hide. I came upon him lurching about beneath 
the broken battlements of his castle ruins and immedi- 
ately introduced myself, announced the charges 
against him and told him his options, trial or fight. 
"I will fight you young knight," he wheezed. 
I was surprised. The old man was not half my size, 
had a hump in his back and a limp. So I said: "Count 
Beloscoff, I give you leave to select a champion to fight 
in your stead." 
"No need for that, Sir Gwenth. I have the means to 
defeat you." 
Either the old man was well into dotage and 
believed he could defeat me, or there was treachery 
afoot. I wondered if he had enough magic to overcome 
my skills in battle. 
"I will also yield to you on choice of weapons." 
"My staff will serve me well enough," he said. 
Upon such words my suspicions pounced; his staff 
was obviously a talisman of some sort. So to neutralize 
his trick, I went to a nearby copse of trees and cut two 
staffs of equal length and weight. I gave one to Belos- 
coff for his weapon and snatched his own away from 
him. Then asked him again if he was willing to fight. 
He grimaced, but still wanted to continue. 
I had seen through his scheme and could easily 
defeat him, yet he was more willing to take his chances 
with me than the judge at Montford. 
After removing my armor and sword, I braced 
myself to meet him: "You may strike first, Count." 
The old man's eyes brimmed with cunning. He 
dropped his staff and held out his hand on which he 
wore a large bronze ring. This he began to twist around 
by C.R. Schabel 
THE CYCLOPS MAID 
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I pondered her words. Many in the district were 
fearful of strangers, even if the newcomers were of the 
same race. How then would they feel towards a single- 
eyed giantess? I concluded that she needed my help. 
'Where are you going," I asked. 
''Towards the eastward mountains, to seek another 
of my kind." 
'1 offer you my sword for protection on your jour- 
ney dear lady," I told her. "As a high-ranking Knight of 
Montford, I have some status hereabouts. None would 
dare do violence to you under my protection. 
'1 owe you my life," I continued, "and I would forfeit 
my existence in your defense." 
She brightened at my words ... Thank you, sir knight. 
I will be forever in your debt." · 
"No, it is I who am indebted to you," I said, walking 
hardtokeepupwithherlongstrides. "IamSirGwenth. 
May I know your name?" 
'1 fear sir, that I'm a poor orphan and know not my 
true name. The clan of mountain giants who raised me 
called me Scylla." 
"A fair name for a fair maid," I said, beginning to 
pant from having to trot alongside her. 'Would you 
tally awhile here? I need to sent word back to Montford 
and retrieve my horse." 
She agreed and sat beneath a high-limbed tree. 
I went to fetch my steed and found the roan stallion 
grazing beneath the battlements of Count Beloscoff's 
castle. Before remounting, I donned my mail, helm and 
buckled on my good sword. As a knight, I felt naked 
without them. 
I sent a message back to Montford: that Count Belos- 
coff was dead. Then I rode on to Scylla. 
Two things concerned me as I approached her: first, 
how would Fire-mane, my horse, brave as he was in 
battle against men, respond to a giant, and second, how 
would she respond to me bearing arms? 
When my steed saw her, he snorted, pawed the 
ground and tried to turn around; I held tightly and 
have destroyed her near perfect face with such a drastic 
deformity. 
She drew her seven-foot long arrow from the dead 
wizard, stood, and looked down at me thoughtfully. 
The growth spell broken by death, Beloscoff' s body 
had shrunk back to normal size. 
She pointed to the fallen warlock. "Centuries ago he 
helped destroy my people, now they are avenged. Do 
you think it wicked of me to have slain him?" 
''You've done a boon to all humankind," I replied, 
"and to me particularly, considering that the villain was 
about to feed me to a pit full of rats." 
'What will others of your kind say of it?" she asked 
nervously, '1'm considered a monster by them, and 
they would need little reason to mass together and kill 
me." 
"Fare-thee-well knight!" he said, then dropped me. 
As in battle all things move fast but seem slow. I saw 
the saving root, felt myself fall, surged for it and caught 
the very tip solidly with my left hand. The root 
stretched and vibrated like a bow-string, but it held. 
The rats hissed and jumped at me, gaunt with hunger, 
desperation adding to their strength. My feet scraped 
against the rough wall of the well and I was able to 
climb far enough up the tree root to grip it with both 
hands and wrap my legs around it. 
"Damn!" the wizard exclairned,"it's not a clean kill! 
Ah, but it doesn't matter all I have to do is drop a 
stone ... " 
Just as he said "stone" there was a loud thud. The 
old warlock moaned, drops of blood fell down on me. 
l caught glimpses of him lolling back and forth by the 
top of the well, until he crashed to earth like a fallen 
tree. He groaned a few more times then became still. 
I heard soft, heavy footsteps approach the well. 
Then I saw the shadow of someone looking down at 
me, a shadow nearly as big as the wizard's had been. 
"Hold on a moment longer sir," said a deep, 
feminine voice, "I cannot quite reach you with my 
hand, so I will send down my bow- string." 
"A bow-string is too thin to grip," I said, ''Pass me 
the bow instead." 
"Mybowisfartoothickforyourhandssir,"shesaid, 
''You must be prepared for when you see me sir. I'm 
very large and most strange in appearance to you." 
"You've snatched me from death's jaws, my lady. 
Right now, you're the most beautiful person in the 
world." I said, and meant it. But her warning still 
concerned me. 
The bow-string my rescuer passed to me seemed 
more a rope. I gripped it comfortably and was hauled 
from the dark, dreadful hole. 
When I first emerged from the well, my eyes were 
blinded by the sun, and I saw the giantess as only a 
shadow. She was stooping over the fallen wizard, her 
back to me. Gradually, as my sight adjusted I saw her 
in more detail. Her clothing was no more than a simple 
tunic of skins that just reached her upper thigh, most 
immodest. She was at least fifteen feet tall, but her 
proportions were like those of a comely young maid, 
after her first bloom of womanhood. She had slightly 
broad hips, lovely long legs and beautifully shaped 
feet, though they were large for her. If I had been her 
size, she would have been perfect in my estimation. 
Then she turned towards me and noticed my shock 
when I saw her face. 
She had only one eye; huge, round and centrally 
located in her forehead. 
Otherwise her face was lovely. Her nose was rela- 
tively small and straight, her lips shaped a perfect 
Cupid's bow. She had a strong yet feminine chin and 
high, prominent cheek-bones. It was cruel of nature to 
'The old warlock knew many enchantments," she 
said. "For two of them: the growth ring, and another to 
give him an extended life- span, he needed Cyclops 
blood. By helping the ogres defeat my people, Beloscoff 
got what he needed, and then some. 
"And so, after a thousand years, the destruction of 
the Cyclops has finally been avenged." She shivered; I 
guessed her to be in the throes of rage. 
After such an emotional story, I deemed it wise to 
remain silent. We plodded through the hot afternoon 
and made camp at sundown, talking sparsely. 
Scylla prepared a generous dinner and afterwards 
we reclined about the fire. Then it was her tum to be 
curious. 
"Sir Gwenth," she asked. "do you have a wife?" 
"No." I lit my pipe and settled back against a stump. 
'That's a pity," she said, "you're good looking for 
someone so small." 
"And for one with paired eyes, you should say," I 
laughed, ignorant of the remark's insensitivity. 
I knew immediately that she was hurt, and wished 
that God would put a knot in my tongue for saying 
something so stupid. 
After a silence she spoke softly. "All beings I have 
ever seen have had paired eyes. I find the trait less 
strange and more beautiful than my own absurd ocular 
arrangement. At times I wish to embrace blindness 
rather than see this hideous wheel-eye of mine reflected 
back at me in a still pool or mirror." 
As fate would have it, my shield lay near the fire, 
which was polished so brightly that it reflected, but 
distorted, the image of someone looking at it. Scylla 
saw her eye in the shield; she shuddered, like someone 
bearing a large weight, then stared into the fire for a 
few moments, her mouth tightened with pain; and then 
she grabbed a coal-tipped brand from the fire and 
thrust it towards her own eye! 
I threw my whole body across her huge arm, pinned 
it down momentarily and cut the red-hot tip from it 
with my sword before she could pull her arm free. 
"Fool, idiot!" I screamed at her, "do you have any 
idea how precious vision is? How could you survive, 
let alone complete your mission without the guidance 
of sight?" 
Then the tears came, more than anyone with a 
dozen eyes could have wept. She threw herself prone 
and sobbed into her bed-mat. 
"I have no hope for a husband, or even a lover," she 
sobbed. "I'm doomed to wander forever, an oversized, 
one-eyed freak!" .. 1' ·· .· 
"Why did you leave the mountain giants?" I asked. 
'They're no Cyclops, but at least they're yoursize," 
She took a moment to compose herself 
"Giants," she said. "I didn't even kooW:;. why they 
were called that until I saw men like you;. _By~.my tenth 
birthday, I was taller than any of them. -~ besides, 
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encouraged him on. Scylla saw this and kneeled down 
to greet him, as a human would do for a fearful dog. 
She spoke softly, and soon Fire-mane forgot his shyness 
and even took a carrot from her hand. 
"Once horses get used to how big I am, we get along 
well," she said, "I only wish I could ride one." 
She stood up slowly, petted Fire-mane one more 
time, then tied her long black hair back with a leather 
thong. 
"How do you know there are others like you in the 
lands east of here?" I asked. 
''I've heard tales of a one-eyed giant living there," 
she answered. "Evil stories I'm afraid, this giant is said 
to have assaulted travelers and has even killed some of 
them, Biit, I hope that where there are bad Cyclops can 
also be where there are good ones." 
"That is the name of your race, Cyclops?" 
"Yes, and one mostly to be proud of," she said, 'We 
were smiths to the gods, and aided them in the Titan 
wars. It was Cyclops masons who helped Apollo and 
Poseidon to build the famous walls of Troy. For many 
centuries we exceeded all in the working of stone and 
metal." She sighed. "Despite this, we are depicted as 
uncivilized barbarians because of the one among us 
who was most evil, Polyphemus, son of the Sea-god." 
I had little joy in my lessons of letters, but I did 
remember a story of someone trapped in a cave by a 
huge Cyclops and escaping by blinding him. 
"Homer depicted the whole race of Cyclops badly 
because of the savagery of Polyphemus, who thought 
of himself as being above the law and terrorized all, 
including the other Cyclops. It is said in our history, 
which I was most privileged to read, that all the other 
Cyclops celebrated when Odysseus left that great bully 
blinded." 
"He bullied someone your size?" I asked. 
"Polyphemus was as much larger than me as I am 
larger than you," Scylla said, "and had the strength to 
lift mountains." 
''I see." I was enjoying our talk. 'What became of the 
Cyclops after that?" 
She grew sad in her recollections: "One good thing 
about Polyphemus was that he could fight tremen- 
dously well. We shared our land with several tribes of 
ogres, who, though not so big as the Cyclops, were far 
more numerous. There had been simmering hostilities 
between the ogres and Cyclops for some time, and 
when they found out what happened to Polyphemus, 
they attacked the Cyclops openly. The many tribes of 
ogres became united under one ruler who called him- 
self Ogre-khan. And though the Cyclops were outnum- 
bered five to one, they managed to hold the enemy at 
bay; until the ogres got help from count Beloscoff ." 
'Wasn't this a war fought centuries ago?" I asked; 
she nodded. 'Then how could Beloscoff have anything 
to do with it?" 
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glee on her face, Scylla ran towards the water. I mar- 
veled at how fast she could move, how dainty her 
footfalls were and how far she could leap when she 
plunged into the lake. 
She waded into the clear water up to mid-thigh. 
Then, as I watched, she lifted her tunic off, the only 
clothing she wore! 
If the sight of her bare legs by firelight was enough 
to force erotic thoughts upon me, then her virginal, 
almost womanly, charms, completely revealed under 
the blazing sun, were enough to start my too passion- 
prone mind spinning. 
"Come swim with me," she said innocently, splash- 
ing about in the lake, making no attempt to conceal 
herself from my eyes. "The water is beautifully cool." 
The rippling heat made a bath most desirable. But I 
feared that if I drew near the charming, nude Cyclops 
maid that I'd find it difficult to resist touching her. 
Ridiculous! She was perhaps the last of a race of 
giant, wheel- eyed, one-eyed cannibals! 
And yet, she did save my life. 
Her ancestors ate the flesh of hapless sailors, they 
were the enemies of all humankind. 
The only act of violence Scylla had done was to slay 
Count Be loscoff, when the evil warlock was going to 
kill me. Scylla had a fine mind, deep, sensitive feelings, 
and, from the sight of her bathing, a most lovely body. 
"Aren't you coming in?" she asked again. "If you are 
shy, I'll turn my back until you're in the water." 
The heat made her offer irresistible, so I began to 
strip off my clothes. But the sly minx betrayed me. She 
turned around swiftly as I approached the water, as 
naked as she was. 
"You're well made, sir knight," she grinned. 
"In my profession a lack of strength or endurance 
would be fatal." I answered, rushing into the water. 
"Physical prowess didn't help you deal with Count 
Beloscoff," she reminded me, dipping down in the pool 
one more time before emerging. 
"He used magic," I said, watching her stretch out in 
the grass to sun herself. 
We spent the rest of the hot afternoon resting by the 
cool water, traveled a mile or two more by moonlight, 
then made camp. The next morning we set out before 
dawn. Progress was easier during the mildly warm 
morning and evenings than during the hot afternoons. 
Finally, after a fortnight of twilight trekking, we 
arrived at the foothills of the mountain range Scylla had 
sought. After an uncomfortable, sweaty climb, we 
found relief in the high country. 
"It always puzzled me that the air becomes cooler 
the higher up you go," I asked. "Aren't we closer to the 
sun now than when we were below, shouldn't that 
make it warmer?" 
"The earth converts the sun's light into heat," she 
they had no real love for me; even the family that took 
me in was most interested in how hard I could work. 
So, when I heard tales of a great, tall giant, who also 
had only one eye, I left my loveless home to seek him 
out." 
'Then you came across Beloscoff by accident?" I 
asked, trying to keep her talking. 
"One night, after a few weeks of travel, while hidden 
in a copse of trees," she continued, "I overheard two 
shepherds mention Count Beloscoff and where he 
lived. So, I decided to make a side trip to seek him out. 
I found him at the well, and you know the rest." 
"Lucky for me that you did find Beloscoff," I said, 
"or I'd be rat-droppings by now." 
My attempt at humor brightened her up some. She 
sniffed back further tears, sat up, went to her pack, got 
out a huge tome, then started reading by the firelight. 
"Is that the history of the Cyclops?" I asked. 
"Yes, reading it helps me relax." 
I watched her, as intent as any scholar, studying her 
book. And it struck me, she was, in all ways to me, an 
extremely beautiful woman. She had courage and 
caring, intelligence and grace. It was unfortunate that 
because of her size and 'ocular arrangement' she was 
trapped in the body of a monster. 
After an hour's reading, she laid down again and 
was soon snoring. I stayed up awhile, banked the fire, 
and despite my best efforts not to, I kept staring at her 
legs. 
As the fashion of my times dictated floor-length 
skirts, I had only such views of woman's legs when 
intimate with them; and none I had seen before were 
as beautifully contoured as Scylla's. The sight of such 
casually bare limbs (though they were eight feet long) 
was most disturbing. Particularly since I had taken a 
vow of chastity before my quest for Count Beloscoff 
and been long from the 'grateful embrace'. 
Somehow, I managed to fall asleep that night. 
When I awoke, the sun was just coloring the east 
horizon a deep rose, and Scylla was already about 
preparing breakfast. She ate about what would be ex- 
pected of someone her size, but served me portions that 
were beyond generous, beyond gluttonous. I ate what 
my innards could hold and bid her save the rest for 
lunch. And, though I assured her that the meal was 
delicious (no exaggeration), she expressed disappoint- 
ment that I was unable to finish it. 
We set out at full light, which was already uncom- 
fortably warm for full armor. By mid-afternoon Scylla, 
Fire-mane and myself were all dripping and smelling 
with sweat. 
'The mountains I grew up in never got this warm," 
she said, "though, from my readings, I know that the 
Cydopses' homeland could become outrageously hot." 
Presently we came upon a small lake, fed by a 
waterfall. With a girlish jump and a look of unfettered 
"No." 
'Well, it's because your eyes tum a little in, they 
both aim at the same thing, focus on one object. The 
closer an object is to you, the more your eyes have to 
tum in so that both see it. That tells you how distant it 
is from you, hence depth perception. 
"Now I, having only one eye, am without a natural 
mechanism for judging distance. Therefore,inorderfor 
me to tell how far an object is, I have to look at it at least 
twice, from two different angles." 
"Where did you learn about this 'depth 
perception'?" 
"It's in my 'History of the Cyclops'. Lacking your 
two-eyed ability to judge distances, we Cyclops have 
taught ourselves to do it by multiple views with one 
eye. For shorter distances we can simply rock our head 
back and forth. I'm surprised you haven't noticed me 
doing that all the time you've been with me." 
"I thought you were just keeping your balance," I 
said. 
"No," she continued, "but for greater distances, its 
better to take a few steps in each direction to triangulate 
on the object." 
"You triangulate on an object I can't even see." 
She smiled. "It seems that what we Cyclops lack in 
quantity, we make up for in quality. 
"Come, I judged the giant to be about my size and 
nearly five miles away. I couldn't make out how many 
eyes it had however." 
She trotted down into the valley, I urged Fire-mane 
to follow. 
"It's an irony of nature," she said while walking"that 
we Cyclops should depend so heavily on vision when, 
more than any other creature in nature, we are so 
vulnerable to losing it." 
I recalled the night by the fire when she almost 
blinded herself. "A knight wouldn't be much good 
without his eyes." 
"Using your vision to guide your arm in battle can 
hardly be compared to the way we Cyclops used ours 
to study the universe," she said. 'We can see animals 
one hundredth the size of a flea, when we examine a 
drop of water, and we can sec another planet, beyond 
judge distances don't appreciate or understand how it 
works," she huffed. 
'What do you mean?" 
"You have two eyes but see only one of everything, 
correct." 
''Yes." 
"If you close one eye, you still see the same number 
of objects in your plane of vision, right?" 
''Sure." 
'Whether you see something with either eye or both 
of them, you still see only one object. Have you ever 
wondered how that works?" 
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explained "and radiates it upward. Therefore, the 
higher you go, the further you are from the heat-radiat- 
ing ground and the cooler it gets." 
''Oh?" I somewhat understood her. "You're very 
smart," 
"Polyphemus's tragedy taught us that intelligence 
can overwhelm the greatest strength," she said. 
"Ah, but strength guided by intelligence is the 
greatest power of all," I said. 
"Strength of numbers, I would add. Else we Cyclops 
would have overcome the ogres, and even men. For, 
individually, we are wiser and stronger than any. Even 
the gods fear us." 
'1 see." My Christian teachings bid me debate with 
her. "Not'gods',God. ThereisonlyoneGod. To believe 
otherwise is blasphemous, wicked, and assures dam- 
nation." 
'1 believe in many gods," she said, looking down at 
me sternly. "Your man-on-the-cross doesn't frighten 
me with his tales of eternal lakes of fire." 
I drew Fire-mane around and lowered my lance. "I 
bid you show respect for our Savior." 
"And I bid you respect my beliefs." 
Her bow was unstrung, my weapons were at hand; 
that gave me the advantage. We were on the crest of a 
hill with little room to maneuver a horse; that gave her 
the advantage. 
She braced herself for assault, but then loosened her 
stance. 
With her hand outstretched in peace she said, "How 
would it be if we both allow the other their own 
religious views? Wars have been fought over such 
things, so it would be best if we don't talk about them." 
"Agreed." I lowered my lance. "You saved my life. 
And, though you worship demons, you're a noble 
woman; and one I'm glad to have as a friend." 
She frowned, perhaps annoyed at having her 'gods' 
referred to in their proper way, but said nothing; only 
nodded her head. 
We walked down into a green valley then back up 
the ridge on the other side. There, at the foot of a 
mountain, Scylla saw some thing. 
"It walks on two legs," she was excited, "and is far 
too large for a man." 
'Where? I don't see anything." 
She ignored me, then proceeded to do a curious 
thing. She sighted the object of her interest, way in the 
distance, then took a few steps to one side and sighted 
it again. 
'What are you doing?" 
She looked like a mother answering a child's silly 
question: "I'm getting depth perception on the being I 
see across the valley." 
"Depth perception?" 
''You, who have two eyes and natural ability to 
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Yet, it hardlyknocked the sweat off the monster's brow. 
The ogre was able to block one of her fists, and then, 
with a quickness inconsistent to its bulk, it caught hold 
of her . 
. I dre~ my sword and ran up behind the ogre, then, 
usmg a JUIDP for additional leverage, struck the small 
of its back with every ounce of strength. The blade was 
turned aside by the creature's scales. I drew back and 
hacked_ at it agai~, this time chipping through its 
protection. The third blow drew blood, forcing the 
monster to release Scylla and sweep me away with a 
backhand blow that sent me tumbling. 
Though my armor protected me from serious hurt 
I was still dazed. I could do little but watch the figh; 
until my balance and wind returned to me. 
. Scylla had gained the advantage. She was leaning 
mto her punches, throwing her weight behind them so 
that they hit with the force of catapult stones. ' 
I recovered my strength and retrieved my sword 
ran up behind the monster and struck him on the back 
of his knee, on the leg that bore his weight, just as Scylla 
smashed him hard on the jaw and he fell. 
. It was far from finished however, the ogre rolled 
with t~e fall and got up, first on all fours, then to its 
hoof-like feet, then it charged us again. 
The Cyclops maid had strung her bow, but hadn't 
fitted~ arrow when her enemy closed with her again. 
I had Jumped to one side to avoid being knocked use- 
less by it. It grasped her, pinning her arms to her sides, 
and they both tumbled to the ground. The ogre was on 
top. 
"Ha, the girl has fire!" it grinned, pinning her firmly 
down, her arms trapped under his knees. It drew back 
its gnarled fist and pummeled her face with hard 
blows. '1 don't mind what ya look like up top, s'long as 
ya looks good down under." 
He continued to pound her face without mercy. 
I was frantic! My sword only angered the beast, my 
lance was broken. Without a weapon powerful enough 
to deal with the fiend, how was I to save Scylla from it! 
Fire-mane had regained consciousness and strug- 
gled to his feet. He snorted and pawed the ground, his 
fighting spirit aroused by the ogre's brutality. Few 
stallions had such heart! 
I feared it would do little good without my lance. 
Then I saw Scylla's bow, strung, and a few of her 
razor-tipped arrows scattered on the ground. It was 
much too big for me to use, but it gave me an idea. I 
hoisted the heavy bow over my shoulder along with 
several of her seven-foot long arrows and brought 
them over to an old tree-stump, that was about three 
feet high and twenty yards behind the ogre. I drove a 
dagger into the stump, using the flat side of my sword 
like a hammer, until only about an inch of the knife's 
handle protruded above it, enough to catch the bow as 
I drew it back, but not enough to impede the arrow's 
flight. I fitted the bow atop the stump so that the middle 
Then, from out of the brush it had crouched in, 
pounced a scale- covered monster, a creature nearly as 
tall as Scylla and far heavier in build. It was armed with 
tusks, talons and devil-like horns, weapons long and 
sharp enough to be fatal, even to her. This was the 
?ne-eyed giant she had sought, but it was no Cyclops; 
1t was an Ogre, missing its left eye. 
"A Cyclops Maid," it snarled, "and a comely one at 
that, and I in the mood for a good, long battering-ram." 
~lla backed off in horror and tripped on a log 
behind her. I leveled my lance and bid Fire-mane to 
close with the ogre. My stallion obeyed quickly, but we 
were too close to the monster for good lance work and 
the ogre swept me and my mount aside with his huge 
arm before we could build up speed. 
Fire-mane bore the full blunt of its blow and was 
stunned; I just managed to get out from under him 
before the stallion fell over on me. 
Ignoring me, the creature lunged at Scylla, who had 
recovered her stance, but had no time to string her bow. 
S~e flashed a q~ck look at me, concern in her expres- 
sion, then she raised her fists to meet the ogre. 
I knew then that she could have run away, could 
have used her longer legs to out-distance the monster, 
but she couldn't leave me to its nonexistent mercy. 
Scylla took a pugilist's stance and used her longer 
reach to ward off the ogre's charge with short crisp 
punches to its face and head, blows that sounded har- 
der than any I could have delivered with a leaded mace. 
Saturn, when we look into the sky and have even 
plotted its course around the sun." 
"Around the earth," I corrected her, "the moon, sun, 
planets and stars all revolve around the earth." 
. "Yes, how careless of me to have forgotten," she 
giggled, "I must keep in mind the bizarre way you 
little-two-eyes see the universe." 
, . I didn't answ;r, feeling put off by her calling me 
Little-two- eyed . I hoped that this new Cyclops we 
were going to meet wasn't such a know-it-all as Scylla. 
I knew that I should be happy that the young maid 
might finally meet someone of her own kind, but I 
wasn't. A knight must know his own mind, have no 
delusions about his feelings and at that moment, I felt 
jealous. 
We reached the base of the valley and she scanned 
the cliffs ~pposit~ us. "I no longer see the giant, perhaps 
because it went mto a cave or behind some brush." 
'1 suppose you can't see through wood or stone?' I 
said. 
"Don't be ridiculous," she answered. 
As we passed by a line of trees and thick brush that 
grew alon~ the base of the cliffs, Scylla suddenly 
stopped. Fire-mane grunted, whinnied, pawed the 
ground, reared up and tried to tum and run. It took all 
my strength to keep him from bolting. 
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to respond to her quest's result. 
'1 guess I'm all alone in the world." She swayed back 
and forth, brought her hands up to her face and wept 
into them. 
Before I could think of anything to say, she jumped 
to her feet, wiped the tears from her cheeks and dashed 
away. 
Fear clutched at me! I quickly mounted Fire-mane 
and galloped off after her. She was running towards a 
high cliff. 
I screamed for her to stop, but she kept going. Just 
as she reached the edge of the fatal fall, she stopped and 
looked down, serious, fearful. 
"Scylla, please, come back with me and make camp." 
I was afraid of saying the wrong thing. "The cliff will 
be here tomorrow and perhaps you won't want to use 
it then. After a fight like that, and disappointed as you 
must be, you're not going to think right." 
'1 came looking for one of my kind, to be a friend 
and perhaps a husband to me," she said, gulping back 
tears, "but instead I find one of my people's ancient 
enemies who tries to rape and kill me." 
'1'he ogre is dead; you should be happy about that." 
"He wasn't a Cyclops, or even a compatible giant. .. " 
'Wait!" I called out; she had inched closer to the 
edge. '1 cannot get you a Cyclops, but I can get you a 
giant, one that loves you and is willing to stay with you 
forever." 
was held by the dagger's handle, then notched an 
arrow's flight I fitted the bow atop the stump so that 
the middle was held by the dagger's handle, then 
notched an arrow. I tried to pull it back but couldn't 
bend it. So, I bid Fire-mane back to it and tied his saddle 
horn to the bow-string with leather thongs, then urged 
him to pull. It was a struggle for the powerful stallion, 
but he bent the bow almost as much as Scylla could. 
When Fire-mane was resisted to the end of his strength, 
leaning forward, all muscles taunt, I adjusted his stance 
so the aim was accurate, then cut the thongs, knowing 
that if this one shot from my slap-dash ballista missed, 
I would have no time to set it up again if the ogre 
charged. 
But the arrow found its mark, right through the 
ogre's spine. The monster arched backward, groaned, 
then slumped forward and fell motionless over Scylla. 
The Cyclops maid took a moment to summon the 
strength to push the dead beast off her; then she strug- 
gled to a sitting position. Her face was lumped and 
bruised but not seriously hurt. I feared that her eye 
might have been damaged, it being, as she had said, the 
most vulnerable part of her. But her singular source of 
vision, though blacked, proved tough enough to 
withstand the ogre's fists (consider that it took a red- 
hot, sharply pointed log to blind Polyphemus). 
Scylla gasped for breath. drew her tunic back up 
and looked around dazed. 
I walked up to her, wondering how she was going 
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(To the readers: 1) is there any way that Gwenth and 
Scylla could use Count Beloscoff s ring so that they both were 
human sized? 2) How many eyes should their children 
have?) 
fonn the necessary rites; after which I enjoyed my first 
kiss with Scylla and my first night as her husband. 
And it was the beginning of many wonderful nights 
with her. 
"Don't be absurd. I'm no child to be swayed by ... " 
"Just promise me that you'll wait here until I return, 
and 111 promise that within a fortnight I'll bring you a 
giant who'll love you forever. Whatever pains you 
suffer, you can bear them for one more fortnight." 
"Agreed," she said, then sat down. 
And I left her. 
I reached Count Beloscoff' s castle without incident, 
Fire-mane making exemplary time. It was a grewsome 
task, getting the bronze ring off of his rotting corpse, 
but a knight is hardened against such things. I took my 
prize and went back to Scylla. 
I arrived just at twilight; she had been busy making 
her dinner. She looked past me eager, then disap- 
pointed. 
"So it was just a story," she said. 
I smiled, then began to twist the ring about my 
finger. The fire, the boulders and trees around us and 
particularly Scylla all seemed to shrink. My feet spread 
the earth beneath them as I grew. My clothes, my armor 
enlarged in proportion to me. I saw Scylla step towards 
me. When I was even to her in height, I stopped grow- 
ing. 
Her expression was a contrast of feelings, awe, 
surprise, perhaps joy. Before she could say a word, I 
dropped to one knee and began my well rehearsed 
speech. 
"Scylla, the loveliness of your fonn, the brilliance of 
your mind and, most of all, the valor and goodness of 
yourhearthavesmittenmewithloveforyou.Icanonly 
pray that you have some of these feelings for me, 
unworthy though I am. 
"Scylla, will you marry me?" 
At first her face brightened, and she opened her 
mouth as if to say yes, but then she was checked by a 
second thought. 
"You still have the ring of Count Beloscoff," she said. 
"That means you can return to normal size if you 
should choose to leave me." 
"I'll throw it into the sea," I answered and took the 
ring off. 
"No, don't, she smiled, "we may need it." 
She paced back and forth awhile, deep in thought. 
'What of religion? In what faith shall our marriage be 
performed; what will our children be told to believe?" 
Here I took pause. 
For most of the night we discussed what to do about 
our religious differences. Finally she conceded, since 
the Christian faith was more pervasive, and her 
polytheistic religion all but extinct, she would go 
through a baptism and be married in a Christian 
ceremony, and if our union was blessed with children, 
that they would also be of my faith. 
Being a giant has its advantages. We had very little 
trouble overcoming a priest's natural reluctance to per- 
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Marshall complied, and for the next hour we 
does." 
into a small case. I recognized one of them as Mrs. 
Feldman, who had a heart attack last year. She glanced 
up and waved. Mom turned around with a startled 
look on her face. The other three ladies faded from 
sight, to be followed a moment later by the table. Mar- 
shall and I sat down on the couch. 
Mom floated across the room and perched on the 
coffee table in front of us, something she never would 
have allowed me to do in her house. While she wasn't 
likely to leave scratches with her shoes, I did wonder 
momentarily if ghosts actually slime furniture. Ee- 
toplasmic Endust is not one of my stock cleaning solu- 
tions. Not that I spend much time cleaning the 
apartment. Something Mom was sure to notice at any 
moment. 
She looked at us for a few seconds and then sighed 
silently. Drifting up towards the ceiling she began to 
circle the room, wrinkles of dismay creasing her face. 
She floated over to the bookshelf and brushed an 
ethereal rag ineffectively at the layer of dust. She 
looked over at us and burst into silent tears. I grabbed 
an old t-shirt and began feverishly dusting the shelves. 
Mom brightened considerably. 
She continued around the room, flopping her cloth 
at the furniture. I followed, trying desperately to keep 
up. Marshall remained on the sofa, sipping his soda. 
"Grab the vacuum and start on the floors before she 
She was playing East. I watched calmly as she 
grounded a pung of dragons. Glancing over at Mar- 
shall I remarked on the improvement in her game. 
Marshall looked at me numbly and for the third 
time in as many minutes remarked on how she'd been 
dead for fifteen years. 
In some households it is not unusual to surprise 
your mother in the middle of a Mah Jongg game. 
Marshall did have a point though. It is a bit unsettling 
to interrupt your mother's ghost and friends in the 
middle of sorting out their suits, honors, and flowers. 
It was also a bit difficult to follow the play on a shim- 
mering card table floating four feet above our living 
room floor. 
The ladies, ifl may use that term, had not yet noticed 
us. We edged quietly into the kitchen and put the 
groceries down. Marshall pointed out for the fourth 
time that she'd been dead for fifteen years. 
Marshall is my best friend and roommate. We've 
known each other since we were twelve and he stole 
my idea for a science fair project. I've since forgiven 
him, especially given that the project, as he produced 
it,cameinlastplace. We've been through a lot together, 
and usually I'm the one who gets rattled. Phantasms 
were apparently outside of his experience. He did seem 
to be coming a bit unglued. 
I opened a couple of sodas and we walked non- 
chalantly back into the living room. The game was over 
and our phantom guests were busy packing the tiles 
by Dan Perlman 
A VISIT FROM MOM 
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Since 1970 The Mythopoeic Society has sponsored 
theannualMythopoeicConferenceknownasMythcon. 
These conferences generally run from Friday to Mon- 
day in July or August. 
Mythcon xxm is A Long Expected Party, a special 
combined event, joining with the (British) Tolkien 
Society's annual Oxonmoot, for The J.R.R. Tolkien 
Centenary Conference, being held at Keble College, 
Oxford, from August 17th to August 24th in this, 1992, 
the centenary of Tolkien' s birth. Guests include Chris- 
topher Tolkien, Priscilla Tolkien, Tom Shippey, Rayner 
Unwin, Donald Swann, Rob Inglis, Brian Sibley, and 
others. For more information please write to Lynn 
Maudlin, North American Booking Officer, P.O. Box 
394, Altadena, CA 91001. 
Mythcon XXIV, Down theHobbit-holeand Through the 
Wardrobe: Fantasy in Children's Literature, will be held 
July 30th to August 2nd, 1993, at the University of 
Minnesota - Twin Cities. The Scholar Guest of honor is 
Jane Yolen. For membership or more information, 
please contact Joan Verba, Corresponding Entity, P.O. 
Box 1363, Minnetonka, MN 55345. 
We invite you to join us. 
bers and $20.00 to non-members, institutions, and 
libraries. 
Founded in 1967, The Mythopoeic Society is an 
international literary and educational organization 
devoted to the study, discussion, and enjoyment of the 
works of J.R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, and Charles Wil- 
liams and the genres of myth and fantasy. The Society 
incorporated as a non-profit organization in 1971 in the 
State of California. 
Membership in the Mythopoeic Society is open to 
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"Let's both." 
Mom hovered as we tended the small window gar- 
den. African violets, pansies, and Marshall's single 
marijuana plant. He says it's on princip~e, an anti- 
authoritarian stand from a tenth floor wmdow box. 
Luckily, Mom appeared to have no idea what it was. 
She reached to pat each of us on the head. A slight 
cool breeze swept through my body; Marshall shud- 
dered. Mom faded slowly from view, smiling as she 
went. I understand Alice's objection to the Cheshire 
Cat's method ofleave taking. There's something objec- 
tionable about a disembodied grin. 
We fixed dinner and ate dinner without talking. 
When I went to my room to get ready for bed there were 
two quarters on my pillow. My allowance used to be 
fifty cents. I found Marshall in his room holding two 
shiny quarters in the palm of his hand. 
The apartment stays spotless now, and we ~ve an 
extra dollar spending money each week. Sometimes I 
wonder, if I stopped cleaning, would she come back? 
And if she did; who could take the guilt? 
dusted vacuumed, scrubbed, disinfected, and 
straightened, Mom fluttered happily through the air. 
Marshall and I quietly strategized ... 
"Does she talk?" 
"I don't think so." 
"Ask her." 
''No, you. I'm afraid she might say something that'll 
make me feel guilty." 
'We're cleaning our apartment for the first time in 
_ . three years and you're worried she'll make you feel 
"guilt}'?" 
"Shut up." 
'What do you think she's here for?" 
"I don't know. She'll let us know soon; I'm sure of 
it." 
"I'll do the kitchen, you get the bathroom." 
Collapsed on the sofa, we appraised the gleaming 
apartment. 
'Where'd your Mom go?" 
"Over there, dancing around the plants." 
"You want to water them, or should I?" 
story seemed somewhat incongruous with its [udeo- 
Christian set-up. However, both the story's basic con- 
cept and its style were a delight. 
Perhaps my favourite story in the issue was Dennis 
Bock's 'The Seventh Bellkeeper of Vienna." On the 
down side, I think it could use a once- more-over 
polishing and a little more emphatic conclusion. Short 
of a word change here or there, though, I thought it 
lovely both in its telling and in the tale it chose to tell. 
The entire story had for me a real (and rare) unexpec- 
tedness to it, and it was also rare in its marvellous 
failure to possess one of my pet bugaboos- that oh-so- 
boring ultra-contemporary sensibility that most 
modem genre work (even that set in past eras) is rid- 
dled with. Thank you, Dennis, and keep it up. 
As to the poetry in issue #12, I very much liked Janet 
Reedman's "The Brides of Sealmen," and in fact 
thought it by far the best thing I've read from her. I have 
seen real growth in her poetry over the years in TMC. 
David Sparenberg's poetry I found semi-enjoyable 
and semi-frustrating. I like the Biblical allusions in 
"Exile and Mending," but thought portions of the poem 
unnecessarily obscure; it's fine to write poetry that is 
meaningful to oneself personally, butif the reader can't 
ferret out the meaning, it's kind of like speaking in 
tongues without an interpreter -- edifying to the 
speaker but not the listener. One of the problems with 
this poem for me, as with the first section of "Rites of 
Union" (the second section of which is a wonderful love 
poem), was too many abstract meanderings about the 
nature of life, love, etc. Concrete images or symbols are 
so much better at getting truths even about abstracts 
across, and that Sparenberg himself can do this well is 
evidenced by the best sections of his poems. 
Sarah Beach's "Il-Lyran's Song for Midsummer" 
contained some beautiful word-play; if this is an ex- 
ample of her current writing, she is really gaining a 
mastery at using aural effects in language to create 
atmosphere. My one quibble with the poem is that 
because she has chosen to cast it in tetrameter, the short 
lines keep forcing her to leave out articles - to say "sun" 
instead of "the sun," etc. This sort of thing can work, but 
needs to be used very sparingly; here it seemed a little 
overdone and therefore distracting. I might suggest to 
Sarah that she try recasting this poem in pentameter so 
she can stretch a little more. 
Still no word on when my story accepted by 
Pulphouse will be coming out (the magazine is getting 
off to a slow start), and I haven't managed to sell 
anything else in the last year-plus since that piece was 
accepted. Your long-time readers who have followed 
my husband's and my saga of having and losing 
children might be interested to know that we have 
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Dear Christine and Tina, 
The Mythic Circle #12 surprised me by beginning 
with three stories which I would put into the horror 
category. This is not exactly a complaint, but I tend to 
think of TMC as an outlet for a different type of super- 
natural fiction - the type that the larger genre 
magazines rarely if ever publish. I do like to see variety 
in TMC, but I think it is nice for it to concentrate on 
stories that don't stand much of a chance in more 
narrow-minded markets. 
The stories that best exemplied the spirit of TMC for 
me in this issue were 'The Seduction of Yahu-El Bet- 
shintav," 'The Seventh Bellkeeper of Vienna," and 
''Dialogue Between the Sun and the Moon." 
Richard Sharpless' ''Dialogue" won me over imme- 
diately with its Polynesian setting, which anyone who 
remembers the excerpts in TMC from my novel V¥gt 
of the Honour Bound will know I am partial to. 
"Dialogue" was very nicely executed also, with an 
authentic native folk-tale feel to it. 
David Sparenberg's "Seduction" suffered from evil 
being described in too cliched and political (as opposed 
to moral/spiritual) a fashion, and the ending of the 
But there are dangers in screening art for political cor- 
redness, which are too well known for me to bdabor them 
here; think of the recent spats ooer funding from the National 
Endowment.-TC 
Dear Tina and Christine, 
Many thanks for the latest Mythic Circle. I was par- 
ticularly taken by Richard Sharpless' "Dialogue Be- 
tween the Sun and the Wind." It's everything a good 
story should be-evocative and rich in underlying 
resonances. The setting made me interested in explor- 
ing more of this culture and its mythic matter. And 
Certain lines literally sing with their perfect phrasing. 
Intellectually, I suppose I can understand what 
Hood is trying to say in her Columbus poem, but it 
irritates me all the same. I find it difficult to see anything 
good in all this celebration of Columbus, considering 
how he's the symbol of, not brave exploration and calm 
reason, but rather an era of genocide and repression 
that continues to this day. This isn't something to 
celebrate, but rather to mourn. 
I enjoyed other parts of the magazine, of course, but 
the above two pieces are the ones that drew the 
strongest reponse from me. Do keep up the good work. 
Until again, cheers, 
Charles de Unt 
Ottawa, Canada 
LE'ITERS of COMMENT 
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Enjoyed greatly Mythic Circle #12 and found it a 
particularly satisfying mix of prose and poetry with 
high praise, in particular, to 'The Bones of Erin" - a 
perfectly chilling tale. "Rising In The Night" is another 
standout. 
I appreciate "To Christopher Columbus" at a time 
when it seems the popular view is to apply late-twen- 
tieth century liberal values to a thirteenth century man 
and thereby pronounce him heinous. I don't under- 
stand the kind of reasoning which figures that if 
Columbus never sailed then the development of the 
Americas would have taken a radically different tum 
(i.e., the natives would have continued to live in peace 
and plenty, the military industrial complex would 
never come to exist, the slave trade wouldn't have 
flourished, racism and sexism would have been magi- 
cally-eliminated, etc.). There is a powerfully tempting 
human tendency to say, "If only-I" and the "if onlys" 
we paint are always rosy. But life isn't an A-B test and 
we can no more accurately project an idyllic America 
Thanks for the detailed, specific comments. They are very 
helpful for our authors.-TC 
Pat Reynolds, 
Milton Keynes, England 
cultures-. I only have a few days on Hawaii, and i think 
the language is among the most beautiful (and most 
instantly forgettable) in the world. Hana hou! (which, 
my phrase book tells me, means "Do it again!") 
And because it is so much easier to criticise the 
flaws, I will end with Janet Reedman's "On the Walls" 
-- ignoring all the good poetry in this issue, including 
"Asphodel," which is one of the best pieces of narrative 
fantasy poetry I have ever read, and K.V. Skene' s "Con- 
fessions of a Dragon Lady," which gives me more 
pleasure each time I re-read it. 
When I first read "On the Walls," I was impressed 
byitspower,especiallytheimageoflife''bursting"from 
death, but had great difficult in understanding the last 
stanza. Is the meaning 
"[I am] waiting to feel the life, which 
a) she brings and wreathes upon a written page 
b) is bursting from death like living things brought 
to life by touch of mage, 
c) is perpetual as spring" 
But the poem so far has been descriptive of "she", 
and I am hesitant to put the "I am" into the final stanza, 
badly as it needs a verb. ''She is ... " would seem more 
natural, but how can she be 'Waiting to feel the life 
which she (herself) brings"? 
Replacing 'Waiting" with "I wait" or "She waits" 
would solve the issue one way or another. 
I admired PNH's initials. 
Angelee Sailer Anderson 
Westminster, CA 
c,,.,.J/IJ-.JJ~,., //! - 7C. 
Dear Christine, Tina, Signe, Sarah, Bonnie, Tim, 
Lynn, Marge, Paul, Linda, Gwenyth, Jefferson, 
Ramona, lala, David, Janet, Alex, Mitchell, K.V., Amy, 
Richard, Dennis and Paul, 
Thank you for MythicCircle#12. I heartily agree that 
it is far easier to point out the flaws than to point out 
perfections. And top make it even worse, I found when 
I re-read my notes this time that I was pointing out the 
same thing as both a flaw and a perfection! The flaw 
was in "The Bones of Erin" by Linda Buchanan, where 
I noted "has that neat, satisfying completeness but 
CLICHES, Stereotypes!! glasses!!!" and the perfection 
was in "Brides of Sealmen" where I wrote "Stereotype 
at heart; women are there to have babies. But it all 
changes in that half-rhyme tides/wives. Only in the 
whole pattern seen that this is something other than the 
cliche; the half-rhyme gives a feeling of rightness (not 
in that it is proper than women who don't have hus- 
bands go off to the sea, but that this is what happens to 
those who are cast out of society). Change sexes." That 
last was a note to remind myself that I had tried the 
poem with the sexes reversed. While it is so easy to 
point out that the use of thick glasses to indicate 
scholarship in 'The Bones of Erin" (or that men think 
while women garden, and through their instinctivity 
find what cannot be found my men's logical thought) 
is cliche, how much harder it is to say why "Brides of 
Sealmen" does not fall into this trap. 
I thought MC #12 was going to be a bring-out-your- 
cliches number when I began to read Alex McGilvery's 
'The Rescue", so the twists of the tale were greatly 
appreciated. Amy Wolf's ''Now I will Believe That 
There Are Unicorns" gave a very unusual view of 
unicorns. It was, I think, my favorite story in the issue. 
'The Sorcerer of Darkstone Tower" is hampered by 
the number of names and histories which intrude. I 
offer three solutions - to let the story grow so that is is 
better proportioned, to prune it, or to remember that 
something similar was said about Beowulf and ignore 
this comment! 
I did like "Dialogue Between the Sun and the Wind." 
I respect anyone who resists the temptation to over 
translate (putting what would, in a scholarly transla- 
tion, make interesting footnotes, into the text.) Some 
people might not like it for precisely this reason; I detest 
Herny James because he uses French and German in 
just this way! But unlike James, I think you make suffi- 
cient allowances for those with no experience of pacific 
adopted another baby boy, Gawain Roderick, who is 
now five months old. One is a handful - I don't know 
how Tina does it ... 
- LOCS continued on page 49 - 
- the Vietnam veteran who has learned to act swiftly 
and violently in his own defense regardless of the 
consequences to others. There is poetic justice in that 
he is destroyed not through direct misfortune but 
through misfortune to the people he cares about. ~us 
we see that looking out for Number One does not bnng 
happiness even when it works). 
On the other hand, the opening scene with the mad 
Dobennans didn't seem realistic to me. I've never seen 
mad dogs and I've never seen them shot by police. 
Since these aren't everyday occurrences, maybe Dukes 
should explain how they occurred. The Doberman 
scene also seemed a most unconvincing setting for the 
beginning of a relationship between two such different 
people as Kalie and the protagonist. It would make 
much more sense if they were old friends who bumped 
into each other by accident. 
But most of all I thought it incredible that the hospi- 
tal personnel would send Gretchen home with an un- 
related male who is a casual and short term 
acquaintancewithhermother.Gretchen'shatredofthe 
protagonist seems unmotivated and unnecessary, too; 
I'd prefer it if her flight to the city and consequent death 
were brought about by some other cause than her 
disobedience and mistrust of him. Since being hated by 
the favorite niece of the woman one loves is a defeat, 
that aspect wasn't consistent with the idea that "victory 
can be defeat" which I saw hinted at in the story. To me, 
it would have made more sense if Gretche.n had liked 
and trusted the protagonist and was somehow 
destroyed by that trust. 
But more than likely, I misunderstand Dukes' 
premises. I wondered if Kalie's name was meant to 
suggest Kali (consort of Shiva the destroyer) and 
whether the three women who looked so much alike 
(I<alie, Karin and Gretchen) were supposed to be 
female counterparts of the Hindu trinity {Brahma, 
Vishnu and Shiva; Creator, Preserver, Destroyer). If so, 
I couldn't figure out who was which {beyond Kalie) 
and could make no further sense of the relationship 
either. Unless, of course, they were all manifestations 
of Kali and their common intention was to destroy the 
narra~r (a conception which would be disappointing 
in its shallowness.) 
Personally I liked David Sparenberg's story 'The 
Seduction of Yahu-El BetShinTav," but I thought it 
promised more than it delivered. I enjoyed the learned 
yet colloquial tone. Yahu-El's poetic manner of s~h 
is charming, and the cynicism of the fallen angel Orric 
is well drawn. However, I thought there was too much 
telling and not enough showing. What does it mean 
that "today the devil isn't demonic, he's absurd"? If 
Yahu-EI BetShinTav can make a difference, how will 
she make a difference? I think some human characters 
need to react to her spirituality and show what its 
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Dear Christine and Tina, 
Overalllwasveryimpressed withMythicCirclt#12. 
My favorite stories were 'The Bike Trail," by Jefferson 
Dukes and "Rising in the Night," by Ramona M. Czer. 
I have read worse stories in professional publications 
more than once. 
"Rising in the Night" was a moving story. The 
revelation of the grisly accident took me completely by 
surprise, and I admired the way Cz.er managed to tell 
it humorously without losing the pathos. She has excel- 
lent control of her style. The only thing is, I couldn't 
quite visualize the way that knife would be lodged in 
the frame of the waterbed, so I didn't quite believe it. 
I also admired Dukes' story but I had more 
_problems with it. The central character was interesting 
I took "The Bike Trail" as a talt of hubris, a character- 
driven story in which the narrator's uiolena ultimately lays 
waste to all about him. For me, the tale would have been more 
tragic and more powerful had the narrator been more attrac- 
tive and had he realized his own culpability before the talt's 
end. As it is, he seems to go insane from purefrustration.-TC 
Lynn Maudlin 
Altadena, California 
sans Columbus than we can project a worse America - 
and while I'm working to make it better I also know 
with certainty it could be worse. 
'The Bike Trail" is a dramatic and powerful story 
replete with signs and portents but it doesn't gel for me 
and I have difficulty identifying why not. Maybe be- 
cause it's hard for me to visualize certain key scenes, 
described in detail, or it may be my difficulty relating to 
the behaviors of the characters. Is drunken man's post- 
injury pronouncement an assessment or a curse? Do his 
words change the course of events or merely predict 
them? What fearful thing do Gretchen and I<arin see in 
Max? There's an accumulation of senseless death and 
violence but the thread connecting it all to Max isn't 
comprehensible to me and, ultimately, the ending ("it 
was at that moment that I went insane") feels like a 
cheap shot. Can anybody help me out here? 
Overall I enjoyed 'The Sorcerer of Darkstone Tower" 
but a few inconsistencies glare out at me; for instance, 
at the end of page 26 Carik "hurried to his friend's aid" 
but Carik and Yorman aren't friends (at least not yet-) 
perhaps "employer" or "companion" as a substitute? 
Are Krollin human? A minor irritant but it isn't clear to 
me. I do love Tim's illo; the mid-stride captured move- 
ment of wizard, crow, and mouse is really great. 
'The Seventh Bellkeeper of Vienna" seems more like 
a tale that should involve Beethoven rather than 
Mozart, but obviously that's just my personal percep- 
tion of the composers and the appropriate literary fates 
thereof ... 
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You're not writing anything else, anymore. What about 
the Wyoming Quarterly?" 
"I don't want to write for a literary magazine." She 
shook her head so adamantly that her firey hair danced 
in swirls across her shoulders. 
'1 saw their request for more of your work. What an 
honor!" His tone was soft, almost pleading. 
'1t's meaningless to me." 
"And you think THAT," he gestured toward the 
crumpled pad at her feet, "has meaning to anyone but 
you?" 
"Yes, I do." She straightened her petite frame and 
bunched her long, delicate fingers into tight fists. "It has 
meaning to Connor. And if I've reached even one other 
person on this earth, it has meaning." 
'1 want you to stop seeing him." The tiny lines 
around his grey-hazel eyes deepened. 
''No! He's my friend." 
"He's strange." 
''He is not! He reminds you of Gran, doesn't he? 
Well, he reminds meof Gran too, but only because lean 
talk to him about the same things. .. " She paused, a 
sudden realization sparked her sapphire eyes. "AH, 
that's the problem! You think this is a 'relapse'. Don't 
worry. I've accepted Gran's death. I haven't 'heard' or 
'seen' her for a very long time. You and Doctor Feldman 
saw to that, thank you." The words spilled bitterly. '1 
feel good about my life for the first time in years. I feel 
sane again, and I'm going to stay that way. You can't 
take that from me. You can't force me into some neat, 
comfortable mold. How dare you! How DARE you? I'll 
write what I please! I'll see who I want. When I want. 
And I'm not going to see Dr. Feldman."She grabbed her 
pad and stormed to the front door, pausing long 
enough to stuff her arms into the thick, sheepskin coat 
hanging in the front closet. Pulling the fuzzy collar up 
around her ears, she shoved her hands into the deep 
pockets to find her down mittens, keys, and driver's 
license. - 
Before opening the door, she paused and turned. 
John stood in the middle of the room, that stubborn 
shock of wavy brown hair half covered his left eye. 
With a sharp intake of breath she saw him. Really saw 
him. Actually, it was more of a sensing. Aware, for the 
first time, of his confusion and fear. His fear of loss, his 
vulnerability. But, most of all she felt his deep love for 
her. Her hand wavered, losing its grip on the doorknob. 
She leaned, imperceptibly, toward him, but like a dark 
cloud that blots the moon, the moment passed, She 
turned and walked out the door, got in her old, grey 
Chrysler and drove. 
Glynnis settled deeper into the thick, cushiony pil- 
lows lining the window seat. Outside, the fickle 
Laramie spring blustered ferociously. Glynnis mar- 
velled at the few brave crocus pushing their heads 
- through the frosty, brown earth. The early April winds 
whistled angrily through the two straggly junipers in 
her front lawn. 
Glynnis pulled her Grandmother's quilt tightly 
around her legs, glad of the warm fire-glow filling the 
cozy study. This was her favorite room. A perfect 
retreat, filled with antiques, carefully chosen and 
polished to a rich glow, and lined with the extensive 
collection of books she and her husband, John, had 
gathered through the years. She added a line to the 
poem she was currently working on and reveled in the 
sheer joy of the world she was relating. A world of 
splashing sunlight, sparkling, healing waters, and a 
dancing, merry people filled with the wisdom of her 
ancestors. 
A paper rustled. She glanced at John, relaxing in his 
over-stuffed, easy chair. He had on his thread-bare 
tweed jacket, the one that had leather patches at the 
elbow. Smoke curled lazily from his meerschaum pipe; 
its creamy bowl streaked golden with use. John set 
down the papers he was grading and looked directly at 
her. 
'1've made the appointment for our follow up visit 
to Dr. Feldman." 
Glynnis let the pencil drop to her lap. '1 was dis- 
charged almost a year ago. He didn't say anything 
about a follow up." 
"I think it's a good idea." 
'Whatever for? I haven't had any 'episodes' for 
almost two years." 
'1 want you to stop seeing Connor." 
"[ealous?" She was teasing but felt a bit confused. 
John wasn't the type to be jealous over a friendship. 
''Of course not!" John shook his head, giving her a 
you-know-better- than-that-look. 
Her yellow pad ruffled to the floor. What was this 
all about, anyway? 
"He's not doing you any good. Filling your head 
with all this fantasy stuff. I thought we were over all 
this. I thought you'd " 
'Wait a minute ... this is ridiculous. Connor is an 
associate of mine. A particularly brilliant one, I might 
add. And filling my head? HIM filling MINE? I've been 
writing this fantasy 'stuff,"' she mimicked his sardonic 
tone, "for years." 
''Not like this. This is different. You're obsessed. 
Valerie Giusti 
On The Edge 
soul. A single tear traced a path, wann and wet, down 
her cheek. 
It wasn't long after Gran died when Glynnis began 
feeling Gran's comforting presence. What a joy to once 
more hear Gran's melodious voice and to finally see her 
gentle face again. The visions were a great comfort to 
Glynnis. The day after she'd shared them with John, he 
had taken her to see Dr. Feldman. Between them, John 
and Dr. Feldman had convinced Glynnis that she was 
deluded - by grief they assured her - into believing in 
her visions. She'd been in intensive counseling for the 
next year and a half. They'd convinced her Gran had 
been well- meaning, but quaint and misguided in her 
philosophies, perhaps even a little crazy. 
Finally, Dr. Feldman released her and pronounced 
her cured of her delusionary hallucinations. He was 
right She was cured. But the cure had ripped some- 
thing from her soul. Her life's meaning, once so simple 
and pure, had been contorted into what Dr. Feldman 
called a pagan and primitive delusion. 
But, thank God for Connor. Connor'd convinced 
her otherwise. Gran' d been dead for over three years 
when she'd met him last semester ... he was on a kind 
of sabbatical from some obscure college in Wales, or 
was it Ireland? They'd never really talked much about 
him. The times they were together they'd spent 
wandering through Gran's world. Together they'd 
shared the oak glades, fey and faerie, danced the merry 
dances, and rejoiced in the freedom. Connor had un- 
derstood. Connor had saved her sanity. How dare John 
suggest she not see him? A cold shiver iced her spine. 
Just how far would John go if he were convinced she 
was crazy? 
The short trip to Veda-Vu was almost over. She 
pulled into the dirt road leading to the center gate, 
parked in her usual place, and got out The wind 
whipped her hair and stung her cheeks. She pulled the 
thick woolly collar close around her ears and headed 
towards the rocky hillocks not too far away. 
Gradually the juniper and sage brush began to in- 
termingle with spruce and silver-white aspen. Her 
breath began to labor, telling her the incline was steady 
if not quite discemable. She walked for some time 
before sitting on a large rock near a small stream. The 
wind rustled the few dead leaves on the aspen while 
the little brook sang a merry song heedless of the 
dismal winter grays and moanings. 
WasJohnright?Wasshecrazy?Didthesemountain 
glades really call up the same mysteries as the oaken 
groves of the ancient Celts? Or was it only in the 
imaginings of a crazy, old woman and a lonely, 
deluded little girl - now grown. 
A twig snapped with a dry crack. 
"Connor!" 
"Hello Glynnis." 
''My god, you scared me!" She breathed a deep sigh. 
''I'msorry,Glyn.Ithoughtyouheardme."Thewind 
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As if of its own volition, the car seemed to choose 
the familiar twisting streets leading out of Laramie 
towards Veda-Vu State Park. Her own special place; a 
place to be alone, and yet not alone. She plugged her 
favorite Celtic tape into the car stereo. U.ke a sigh of 
relief, the sparkling strains of Wyndwyrewove its magic 
through the car. 
How could John do this to her? She raged silently. 
What was next? An asylum? Don't get carried away, 
she told herself. He was just worried. A pain wrenched 
her heart as she remembered the concern on John' sface. 
Just as quickly, she remembered his didactic attitude. 
Damn him. How could he? How could he try to dictate 
her behavior? 
The flame of anger died to a spark as she realized 
that, as her husband, he could at least question. And he 
could voice his concerns to Dr. Feldman. The spark 
died to a cold ember. Fear tore an icy path. Turning up 
the heat in her car, she decided to be more careful with 
what she wrote. If Dr. Feldman ever suspected ... 
But, damn it, she wasn't going to give up the only 
person, besides Gran, who'd understood that secret 
part of herself. John, being the son of a Wyoming 
rancher, and a very practical person himself, certainly 
had a hard time understanding that side of her. He had 
an especially hard time understanding the incredible 
bond between Gran and Glynnis. The bond that existed 
beyond the grave, beyond death itself. 
Gran was. .. special. She'd grown up in a small town 
in Ireland. The old ways ran strong in Gran, the last in 
a long line of village wise women. Sensing the gift in 
her unborn granddaughter, she'd immigrated when 
Glynnis was born. 
When Glynnis was little, she'd loved to go to Gran's. 
She would sit by the fire in Gran's cozy little cottage 
and listen to tales of homed gods striding, lithe and 
graceful, through richly verdant groves and beautiful 
goddesses astride white, winged horses. Her tales were 
golden weavings of magical oak-lined glades and mid- 
night dances around mystical fires. 
Glynnis had loved the long walks they'd taken in 
the foothills near Gran's house. Gran would quiz her 
on the different wild herbs; on their medicinal and 
spiritual values and different uses. Sometimes, if they 
were lucky, they'd catch glimpses of what Gran'd call 
the faerie. Not the small, winged, butterfly-like crea- 
tures referred to so often in literature. These beings 
weretall,elegant,stately ... anddefinitelywithoutpoin- 
ty ears or green garb. Glynnis liked to think of these 
glimpses as passing into another dimension, perhaps a 
whole new world. A world bathed in silvery moon- 
glow, endless primordial forest, and sparkling, crystal- 
line brooks. 
She'd thrived and grown, in more ways than she 
could count, on these treasured visits with Gran. Even 
after her marriage to John, she'd kept them frequent. 
But then Gran died. The aching loss still racked her 
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player had stopped playing, and the whole forest 
seemed to be waiting expectantly. 
''Okay, maybe I am trying too hard. Maybe I am 
beating them over the head with my ideas. But, damn 
it, I'm not going quit writing." 
"I'm not telling you to." 
"[ohn is." 
"Did he actually say that?" 
'Well, no ... but he wants me to see Dr. Feldman, 
again." 
''So, see him. What can he say?" 
'That I'm crazy." 
''Stop that. You're not crazy. You haven't done any- 
thing to prove otherwise, except write imaginative 
verse." 
"John thinks I have." 
"No, he doesn't. He's just worried." 
''How can I reach him? He doesn't understand me. 
He doesn't even try." 
''He understands much more than you know." 
She shook her head. "He certainly doesn't under- 
stand my poetry. It's the very essence of what I am ... 
And it doesn't touch him." 
''You're wrong. Very wrong. It does touch him. 
Quite deeply. It awakens something in him that's been 
dormant since his childhood, something that's been 
safer to deny. Be patient with him. His yearning 
frightens him." 
"Patient? He's liable to have me committed!" 
"Even if he had reason to, that's the furthest thing 
from his mind. His love for you is absolute. He would 
never willingly part with you." Connor's voice lowered 
gently. 'Why don't you bring him next time?" 
"Are you crazy? He could never get here. It takes a 
belief and sensitivity that John just doesn't have." 
''You might be surprised at what lurks beneath that 
pragmatic shell." 
Her eyes narrowed as she remembered her 'sight' 
of John when she left this afternoon. He looked so 
vulnerable, so alone, almost frightened. Suddenly she 
wanted to go to him. Talk, like they used to ... before her 
'cure,' before she closed herself to him. Maybe, just 
maybe Connor was right. Maybe she should bring him 
here. 
''You may be right." 
"Of course, I'm right." He smiled, then looked at her 
with feigned severity. ''You know, you have got to 
believe in yourself. If YOU don't, you can't expect 
others to." 
'1 know. You're right," she laughed contritely, then 
absently plucked a bright orange flower, Indian 
Paintbrush, and twirled it between her fingers. "I know 
you didn't come here to solve all my problems: What 
grave problem did you come to ponder?" 
"I came to think." His eyes held hers, and she knew 
played through the curls of his tawny hair. He pushed 
it, impatiently, from his eyes. 
'This is a strange time for you to come here." 
'1 knew you'd be here." His finely carved lips sof- 
tened into a broad smile. 
"How?" Yesterday she would have left the question 
alone. In fact, she wouldn't have even thought of it, 
assuming he'd just felt her presence. After all, they did 
share a bond only those who'd walked the fey glades 
would know. What fey gllldes, she wondered bitterly. Oh 
damn you John! And damn Dr. Feldman! 
Connor cocked his head to one side and raised an 
eyebrow. "I could ask the same question of you." 
'1 didn't know you'd be here! I came here to think." 
"As did I." His voice was quiet, with no trace of the 
hurt so apparent in his eyes. 
"I'm sorry, Connor. John and I quarreled. I needed 
to get away." 
'Want to talk about it?" 
"He wants me to stop writing fantasy." 
"Are you?" 
"Of course not!" She buried her face in her hands, '1 
don't know, maybe I should." 
"Come on, let's walk." He took her arm, gently 
leading her away from the stream and further into the 
pines. Connor set an easy pace, guiding them skillfully 
over the rough terrain. Their feet crunched over the dry 
pine needles and gravelly ground. The granite 
boulders, randomly placed, slowed their pace a bit, but 
they didn't mind. It was part of the majesty here. 
Gradually, or was it suddenly - Glynnis could 
never be quite sure- the place took on a different aura. 
A summer glow pervaded. The green of the trees 
deepened, bright splashes of color dotted the forest 
floor, even the wind died to a warm breeze. The deli- 
cate, lilting tune of a wooden flute swirled gently 
through the grove. If they continued on they would 
find a magic land few mortals were fortunate enough 
to experience. Glynnis sat down on a sun-bathed, 
licheny, granite boulder. Warm tears of relief spilled 
silently from her eyes. 
Connor squeezed her shoulder. 
"I thought ... I was afraid we couldn't get here." 
"Doubt clo: ads your heart too easily." His voice was 
soft, but firm and reassuring. 
"John says I'm obsessed with my writing." 
"Maybe you should stop trying so hard to convince 
everyone, especially yourself." 
"I'm just trying to share what I..." 
His richly brown eyes probed her soul. ''Your poetry 
touches those who yearn. Be content to reach those who 
are kindred, to let them know they aren't alone. Do not 
try to force the others. When they are ready, they will 
seek you out." 
Glynnis sat for a long time in silence. The flute 
"Are YOU going to stop me?" Connor's voice 
boomed, as he drew himself to full height. Glynnis was 
amazed. He had never seemed so huge, so massive to 
her before. His usually soft, gentle eyes sparked hot 
fire. The veins on his neck pulsed fiercely, and his jaw 
was set in angry, rigid lines. He raised his arms toward 
the sky, and Glynnis cowered in terror. Gran sat calm 
and unflinching. 
'What are you going to do?" Gran chuckled, "Sum- 
mon the thunder? Strike me down with bolts of lightn- 
ing? Is this what becomes of speaking truths, or asking 
favors of immortals?" 
Connor stood for a moment then lowered his arms. 
"No," he said quietly, "of course not." His face 
cleared, and he buried his face in his hands as he sat 
next to the frail woman. Gran placed her hand on his 
arm. It looked small and starkly white against the 
bronze of his tightly corded arm. 
"I never meant for this to happen." She spoke softly, 
slowly shaking her head. 
"Nor L" The words were muffled from between his 
hands. 
"Tis easy to love my Glynnie, but you MUST not 
take her from John. Besides, you shouldn't stay this 
long from your native woods." 
"You're right. I cannot afford to indulge my heart. 
Her place is with John and in their reality. Only he can 
help her to reach her true potential." He sighed deeply, 
a smile creeping sheepishly over his face. "But, long will 
Iruethis'favor'lhavedoneyou."Heroseandwrapped 
Gran's tiny hand in his. "Besides, the blood does grow 
sluggish in my veins, I long to return to my Isles ... to 
run free ... shed this confining form." He tossed his 
head, tawny hair leaping like a wild mane. 
Gran rose and stood next to him. "I only hope she 
will understand." . 
"She will understand." He looked directly at the 
brush Glynnis was behind. '1 have assured that." 
Gran's eyes met his, a knowing smile was shared be- 
tween them 
Glynnis knew they saw her, and she did under- 
stand. But instead of being angry at Connor's 
manipulation, she felt deeply awed. And, filled with a 
bittersweet realization that she, too, loved Connor. Not 
the same easy, enduring love she felt for John. But a 
quick-sliver flame, elusive and ethereal. A flame too 
hot to touch ... or pursue. But mostly, she was grateful. 
Here was her proof. Her own personal assurance of 
sanity. Connor had gone to classes, eaten dinner at the 
cafe, spoken to many, many people. And they had seen 
and spoken to him. He wasn't just a figment of her 
imagination. 
Slowly she sank to the ground and wrapped her 
arms around her knees. As she watched, Gran and 
Connor walked slowly, arm in arm into the mist, fading 
from sight. After a time, she slowly got up and turned 
to go. There, not fifteen feet from her, stood John. An 
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he wasn't telling her everything. 
'lust think?" 
"Yes." He shrugged and nodded his head. Obvious- 
ly, if something was bothering him. he didn't want to 
talk about it. 
She watched the sunlight though the flickering 
shadows then gasped. "Oh no, look how late it is! I've 
got to go!" She looked at him wryly. 'We may have 
fought, but I don't want to terrify poor John." 
Connor laughed for a moment then looked puzzled. 
"But don't you want to go a little further in before you 
gor' 
"Not this time. I don't feel the need for reassurance. 
Just sitting here on the edge is comfort enough." 
She reached out and gently squeezed his hand then 
turned and left. 
She closed the distance between herself and her car 
amazingly fast. As she left the enchanted area. it be- 
came gradually colder and grayer. A storm was blow- 
ing in. Already she could feel the tiny, grainy pellets of 
snow-ice the wind was carrying. When she touched the 
door handle of her car, she suddenly knew she had to 
go back. She had no idea why, only that it was impera- 
tive. 
She turned and began the walk back. It didn't seem 
like she was walking fast enough, but it didn't take her 
long to retrace her steps. She felt strange, almost like 
she was floating, disembodied in a dream. When she 
got to the place she left Connor, he wasn't there. Puz- 
zled, she stood and listened. It took a bit of straining, 
but she did hear voices. She crept closer. There, sitting 
on a small log surrounded by dwarf willows, was 
Connor. He was listening attentively to an old woman 
seated next to him Glynnis edged closer. She didn't 
pause or feel the least bit guilty about eavesdropping. 
She had to hear what was being said. Something about 
that woman, that voice, conjuring an image of a 
familiar cottage nestled deep in the Colorado foothills, 
quiet evenings in front of a flickering fireplace with 
mugs of steaming herbal tea, and long mystic walks 
with ... 
Gran! Glynnis wanted to run and fling herself into 
the woman's arms, but couldn't. For some reason her 
feet were glued to the ground. She couldn't move or 
make a sound. 
"You must not stay longer." Gran's gentle voice was 
a soothing melody, but Glynnis could sense the deep, 
underlying concern. 
''She is not quite ready." Connor answered softly. 
"Ahh. .. " Gran paused, then drew a long breath. "Of 
this I have heard, but never thought would happen." 
Connor cocked his head, obviously puzzled. 
''She is ready," Gran continued. "But not for what 
you want," 
"And just what is that?" 
''You know perfectly well." 
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Another fine letter from Gwenyth, filled with useful 
detail. Personally, though, I thought the Jefferson Dukes used 
the child Gretchen in "The Bike Trail" as someone whose 
reaction accurately mirrored the taint in the narrator. If 
everyone around the narrator were supportive, the author's 
perspective might be lost. Rtaders?-TC 
Gwenyth E. Hood 
Huntington, West Virginia 
I liked the idea behind Amy Wolf's "Now I Will 
Believe That There Are Unicorns." Certainly I couldn't 
have predicted either the middle or the ending. I liked 
the idea of the secret society, and the scene where the 
typist disappears is certainly arresting. Somehow, 
having the invulnerable unicorn beating up the punks 
didn't quite convince me, though. Imagination doesn't 
make one invulnerable to punks, does it? How about a 
situation where the protagonist's change of heart will 
benefit someone else? Or some explanation as to why 
the unicorn is working for the secret society? 
That's all for now. Congratulations on another fine 
issue. I look forward to the next. 
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announces the 
practical implications are. Another thing: in English 
"Yahu-El BetShinTav" is quite a mouthful and it seems 
to me that if an author gives a character such a difficult 
name, it ought to mean something, and that meaning 
should appear in the story. 
I liked the concept behind 'The Rescue" by Alex 
McGilvery, but I wasn't wholly satisfied with the story. 
I guess I have trouble accepting the premise that char- 
acters are created by an author, yet have independent 
existence and can escape from him. I think I could have 
enjoyed the story more if the separate characters and 
their stories had been clearly linked to some 
psychological conflict in the author's mind (and the 
characters could thus, explicitly, bring the author into 
the story and argue with him). For example, if the 
author's reason for having Darla brutalized was to sell 
books, Gayle might either try to awaken some finer, 
nobler side of his personality, or argue about whether 
such scenes do sell books. On the other hand, if the 
author wants Darla to be brutalized in order to get 
revenge on someone in the real world, the characters 
might try to get him to recognize the unworthiness of 
these motives. I could accept that device; my characters 
argue with me all the time. 
'The Sorcerer of Darkstone Tower" by Mitchell 
Diamond had a plot that kept moving. It didn't contain 
anything too surprising, but the villain was astringent- 
ly villainous and the manner in which he was defeated 
was unpredictable. However, the ending, which left the 
incompetent duo helplessly transformed in their 
mouse and bird forms, did not satisfy me; it seemed 
more like the punchline of a joke than the close of a 
fantasy story. The story would have better closure, I 
think, if the pair either got killed or were rescued. In 
fact, the story could be funnier and more exciting if 
Yorman's smarter brother had been pursuing the two 
of them all along and distracting the villain at the same 
time. Then maybe he should free Carik but leave Yor- 
man in his mouse-form for awhile, to teach him a 
lesson. Anyway, I'd rather see it end that way. 
• LOCS, continued from page 44 
astonished look of wonder filled his eyes. He held his 
hand out to her, and she knew he had 'seen,' too. For 
the second time that day, tears of relief spilled silently 
down her cheeks. 
"Thank you, Connor," she whispered, as she moved 
to join her husband. "Thank you, my friend." 

